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A B S T R A C T 

High speech intelligibility is imperative in classrooms where verbal communication is critical. 

However, the optimal acoustical conditions to achieve a high degree of speech intelligibility have 

previously been investigated with inconsistent results, and practical room-acoustical solutions to 

optimize the acoustical conditions for speech intelligibility have not been developed. This 

experimental study validated auralization for speech-intelligibility testing, investigated the optimal 

reverberation for speech intelligibility for both normal and hearing-impaired listeners using more 

realistic room-acoustical models, and proposed an optimal sound-control design for speech 

intelligibility based on the findings. 

The auralization technique was used to perform subjective speech-intelligibility tests. The 

validation study, comparing auralization results with those of real classroom speech-intelligibility tests, 

found that i f the room to be auralized is not very absorptive or noisy, speech-intelligibility tests using 

auralization are valid. The speech-intelligibility tests were.done in two different auralized sound fields 

— approximately diffuse and non-diffuse — using the Modified Rhyme Test and both normal and 

hearing-impaired listeners. A hybrid room-acoustical prediction program was used throughout the 

work, and it and a 1/8 scale-model classroom were used to evaluate the effects of ceiling barriers and 

reflectors. 

For both subject groups, in approximately diffuse sound fields, when the speech source was 

closer to the listener than the noise source, the optimal reverberation time was zero. When the noise 

source was closer to the listener than the speech source, the optimal reverberation time was 0.4 s (with 

another peak at 0.0 s) with relative output power levels of the speech and noise sources SNS = 5 dB, 

and 0.8 s with SNS = 0 dB. In non-diffuse sound fields, when the noise source was between the speaker 

and the listener, the optimal reverberation time was 0.6 s with SNS = 4 dB and increased to 0.8 and 1.2 

s with decreased SNS = 0 dB, for both normal and hearing-impaired listeners. Hearing-impaired 

listeners. required more early energy than normal-hearing listeners. Reflective ceiling barriers and 

ceiling reflectors — in particular, parallel front-back rows of semi-circular reflectors — achieved the 

goal of decreasing reverberation with the least speech-level reduction. 
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I I N T R O D U C T I O N 

I.I B a c k g r o u n d 

People now spend the majority of their time in indoor environments, so appropriate 

room acoustics are imperative for human health, productivity, and comfort. It is particularly 

important in acoustically sensitive spaces such as classrooms, where verbal communication is 

critical. The acoustics of such rooms should achieve a high degree of speech intelligibility for 

listeners. Speech signals should be transmitted without distortion and be clearly audible. 

Since subjective speech-intelligibility tests were proposed for evaluation of telephonic 

intelligibility [1,2,3], speech intelligibility has been considered to be important [4] in a wide 

variety of different fields. In speech science, speech intelligibility is used for clinical purposes 

[5]; in audiology, speech intelligibility is important in developing and evaluating hearing-aids 

[6]; in classroom acoustics, speech intelligibility is critical to improve conditions for teaching 

and learning ability [7]. 

In this thesis, speech intelligibility will be studied in relation to room-acoustical 

parameters. Speech intelligibility can be defined as the percentage of speech material correctly 

recognized by a listener, and it can be measured by specially designed speech-intelligibility 

tests or predicted by way of speech-intelligibility metrics. Speech-intelligibility metrics have 

been developed based on fundamental room-acoustical parameters. The room-acoustical 

parameters affecting speech intelligibility are known to be speech-to-noise level difference 

(often referred to in the literature as the signal-to-noise ratio) and reverberation. In general, 

speech intelligibility tends to increase with increased speech-to-noise level difference and to 

decrease with increased reverberation. The signal-to-noise level difference is considered to be 

the more dominant factor for controlling speech intelligibility in rooms [8]. However, in 

rooms the situation is complicated by the fact that reverberation and steady-state levels 

interact. Increased reverberation increases speech and noise levels by increasing the 



reverberant sound energy; this increases or decreases the speech-to-noise level difference at a 

listener position depending on the listener's relative distances to the speech and noise sources 

[9]. In order to achieve a high degree of speech intelligibility, the room-acoustical parameters 

- speech-to-noise level difference and reverberation - should not be maximized or minimized 

but be optimized. How to do this is the topic of this thesis. 

1.2 Literature Review 

This section introduces fundamental concepts related to speech-intelligibility 

measures, which were used in this thesis (Section 1.2.1), reviews current issues related to 

optimal acoustical conditions for speech intelligibility and points out problems with the 

current experimental methods on speech-intelligibility studies (Section 1.2.2). This section 

also reviews feasibility and fundamentals of auralization for speech-intelligibility test (Section 

1.2.3), and provides methods chosen to evaluate for this work (Section 1.2.4). 

1.2.1 Speech-intelligibility measures 

Subjective speech-intelligibility tests 

Subjective speech-intelligibility tests measure human ability to recognize speech 

signals. These tests present test speech materials to appropriate listeners who record what they 

hear, the accuracy of their perceptions is scored. In general, the choice of the test is related to 

the purpose of the study. There are good overviews focused on the assessment of subjective 

speech-intelligibility tests [10,11]. In this section, the birth of speech-intelligibility tests and 

their application in room acoustics are discussed. 

Speech-intelligibility tests frequently used in room acoustics are phoneme-level 

rhyme tests. Black [12] developed the first closed-set discrimination tests. Fairbanks [13] 

developed the Fairbanks' Rhyme Test (FRT), using the lists of rhyming monosyllabic words 

guided by the data of Thorndike and Lorge [14]. Modifications of Fairbanks' Rhyme Test 
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were made by House et al. [15] and became known as the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT). 

Kreul et al. [16] altered the M R T to make it more clinically useful. Adaptations were made in 

the areas of timing consistency, carrier phrase, test instructions, and forms used, with both 

male and female talkers. Further revision of the M R T was made by Griffiths [17], who added 

new items to examine phonemic confusion in the responses. The Fairbanks' Rhyme Test and 

the Modified Rhyme Test have been widely used: for example, Latham [18] used the FRT to 

validate the useful-to-detrimental sound-energy ratio; Bradley [19 20 8] has used the FRT in 

his studies of speech intelligibility; Nabelek et al. \l\,YL,2!>\ have conducted the M R T in 

studies of speech perception. 

Objective speech-intelligibility metrics 

Subjective speech-intelligibility tests are by far the most accurate and reliable 

methods for intelligibility testing regarding subjective perception [24]. However, subjective 

speech-intelligibility tests are complicated to set up, time-consuming to conduct, and require 

extensive statistical analysis to interpret. Hence, various objective metrics have been 

developed to predict intelligibility scores. 

One of the most prominent early efforts in speech intelligibility prediction was the 

development of the Articulation Index (AI) by French and Steinberg [25]; it can be computed 

from the intensities of speech and noise received by the ear, both as a function of frequency. 

The AI was developed as an acoustical metric that could be used to predict the speech 

recognition ability of speech-transmission systems. The method was reconsidered by Kryter 

[26,27] who increased its accessibility by the introduction of a calculation scheme, work 

sheets, and tables. Later, Peutz [28] published a new method for predicting speech 

intelligibility - the articulation loss for consonants (%ALcons) - which is computed from 

measurements of the direct-to-reverberant ratio, signal-to-noise ratio and the reverberation 

time. Later, the Speech Transmission Index (STI) was developed using the Modulation 

Transfer Function (MTF) of a transmission channel [29,30,31,32,33]. The STI combines two 

major phenomena that affect speech intelligibility, reverberation and noise, to extract a single 

index that gives good correlation with subjective perception.. The Rapid Speech Transmission 

Index (RASTI) was developed as a simplified version of the STI [34]. The RASTI measures 
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in only two octave bands centered at 500 Hz and 2 kHz. The Speech Intelligibility Index (SII) 

[35] is a modified version of the AI and includes reverberation, noise and distortion, all of 

which are accounted for in the modulation transfer function. Recently, Speech Audibility 

Index (SAI) [36] was defined as the proportion of the useful speech signal (direct speech and 

early reverberation) that is above the level of the effective noise (actual noise and late 

reverberation). The SAI is similar to the STI in that it accounts for both noise and 

reverberation in terms of changes in the amplitude envelope of speech. 

Speech intelligibility can be predicted from impulse responses. Early-arriving sound 

reflections (reflections arriving within some early-energy time of the direct sound) make the 

direct sound louder, so that the integrated early-arriving reflections increase the intelligibility 

of speech [37]. Late-arriving reflections are not integrated with the direct sound and degrade 

speech intelligibility by causing one speech sound to blur into the next. The ratio of early-to-

late arriving sound has been proposed as an indicator of the effects of room acoustics (i.e. 

reverberation) on the clarity and intelligibility of speech [38]. Lochner and Burger [39] 

developed their Signal-to-Noise Ratio which provided a measure of useful and detrimental 

reflected speech energy according to the integration and masking characteristics of hearing by 

adding a background-noise component to the early-to-late arriving sound-ratio concept. The 

useful-to-detrimental ratio was extended by Latham [18] to account for the effect of 

fluctuating ambient background noise on speech intelligibility. The useful-to-detrimental ratio 

is considered to be a suitable intelligibility metric for predicting speech intelligibility for 

normal-hearing listeners [19,20]. Typically, the time limit for the early-arriving reflections has 

been taken to be 50 ms for speech sounds [8,20]. 

1.2.2 Effects of noise and reverberation on speech intelligibility 

Experimental studies 

Experimental studies have been used to examine speech intelligibility in different 

acoustical conditions which are combinations of various signal-to-noise ratios and 

reverberation times. Nabelek and Robinson [23] found that speech intelligibility was inversely 

proportional to the reverberation time in the absence of noise, but their results did not explain 
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what happens when noise sources are introduced. Nabelek and Pickett [21,22] found that 

speech intelligibility decreases with increased reverberation time. They only had two different 

conditions, with reverberation times of 0.3 s and 0.6 s. Finitzo-Hieber and Tillman [40] 

developed Nabelek and Pickett's tests, including a reverberation time of zero, and found that 

reverberation degraded speech discrimination for both normal and hearing-impaired children. 

Yacullo and Hawkins [41] also examined the effects of noise and reverberation time on 

monaural speech recognition using sentence materials, and concluded that speech 

intelligibility was adversely affected by noise and reverberation. Because of the fragmentary 

character of each study, it is difficult to draw systematic conclusions from these studies. 

However, these early experimental studies consistently found an optimal reverberation time of 

zero. They used fixed signal-to-noise ratios with different reverberation times at the listener's 

position, and put the speech and the noise at the same distance from the listener. 

Experimental studies on speech intelligibility for hearing-impaired people have been 

done using subjective speech tests. Listeners with even mild sensorineural hearing loss may 

have greater difficulty when listening in noisy environments than do normal-hearing listeners 

[42,43,44,45]. Reverberation has a particularly detrimental effect on speech intelligibility for 

hearing-impaired listeners [46,47]. Nabelek and Dagenais [48] examined both noise and 

reverberation. Although the mean speech-test scores for the noise and reverberant conditions 

were not significantly different, the patterns of errors for these two conditions were different. 

They concluded that temporal smearing in reverberant condition should be considered. 

Duquesnoy and Plomp [49] investigated the applicability of the Speech Transmission Index 

(STI) to hearing-impaired subjects with added reverberation and noise. They proposed 

reduced reverberation times to improve communication for elderly people in rooms [50]. 

Humes et al. [51] found that the Articulation Index (AI) and the Speech Transmission Index 

(STI) had significant shortcomings for hearing-impaired listeners, and proposed the modified 

Speech Transmission Index (mSTI) as an alternative speech-intelligibility index for hearing-

impaired listeners. Attempts to predict more accurate speech-recognition performance for 

sensorineural hearing-impaired listeners, several correction factors have been applied to the 

AI [52]. Payton, Uchanski, and Braida [53] used the AI and the STI; they found the AI was 

unable to represent the reduction in intelligibility scores due to reverberation for the hearing-

impaired listeners. Neither Articulation Index (AI) nor Speech Intelligibility Index (SII) can 
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accurately predict the speech intelligibility observed in many hearing-impaired listeners 

[54,55,56]. 

In all of these experimental studies, noise was incorporated in an unrealistic manner. 

In reality, reverberation results in increased speech levels as well as noise levels [57]. In real 

rooms, the speech level at the listener's position is higher with reverberation, as is the noise 

level. In the presence of noise, it is important to recognize the spatial relationship between 

speaker and noise source, since where the noise sources are located differs their sound levels 

in reverberant rooms. Therefore, using the fixed signal-to-noise ratio at the listener in these 

experiments eliminated the accurate effect of reverberation on speech intelligibility. 

Theoretical studies 

Theoretical studies generally have predicted non-zero reverberation times. Bradley 

[20], using both subjective test results and the objective intelligibility measures, suggested 

optimum reverberation times for classrooms of 0.4 to 0.5 s with a background noise level of 

30 dBA. The effects of reverberation on signal-to-noise ratio were taken into account by 

calculating an overall A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio for each speech level at each listener. 

Plomp and Mimpen [58] found non-zero optimum reverberation times with a variety of room 

sizes and signal-to-noise ratios by applying the image method. In their study, the effects of 

reverberation on noise were incorporated by considering the audience as a collection of 

individual noise sources. Bistafa and Bradley [59] predicted nonzero optimal reverberation 

times using a number of metrics. They found that increased reverberation increased early 

energy and intelligibility. However, too much reverberation decreased speech intelligibility. 

Increases of speech levels with increasing reverberation were considered in their study, but 

the effects of reverberation on noise levels were ignored. Hodgson and Nosal [9] addressed 

how to incorporate noise in a realistic manner. Optimum reverberation times depended on the 

signal-to-noise level difference at the listener's position, the positions and orientations of the 

speaker and the noise source, and the number of noise sources. They found that i f the speech 

source was farther from the listener than the noise source, then speech levels increased more 

with reverberation than did noise levels, and the level difference increased with reverberation, 

tending to increase intelligibility. If, on the other hand, the noise source was farther from the 
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listener than the speech source, then noise levels increased more with reverberation than did 

speech levels, tending to decrease intelligibility. Thus, the effect of reverberation on 

intelligibility depended on the distances from the listener of both the speech source and the 

noise source. 

1.2.3 Speech intelligibility in virtual environments 

Subjective speech-intelligibility tests give more accurate results than objective 

metrics. However, subjective speech-intelligibility tests in real rooms have the limitation that 

they are difficult to perform with a large number of subjects. Auralization brings a solution to 

the limitations of the subjective speech tests, having unlimited capability of reproduction of 

the realistic listening environments and making it possible for subjective speech intelligibility 

to be predicted in a room before it is actually built. 

Auralization or acoustical virtual reality is "the process of rendering audible, by 

physical or mathematical modeling, the sound field of a source in a space, in such a way as to 

simulate the binaural listening experience at a given position in the modelled space" [60]. 

Historical reviews of auralization are presented in Kleiner et al. (1993) [60] and Lokki (2002) 

[61]. 

To perform auralization, room impulse responses are recorded or calculated, then are 

convolved with source signals recorded in an anechoic chamber. Figure 1.1 shows the 

auralization procedure. The image-source model and ray-tracing methods are well known 

algorithms for room-acoustic prediction used in auralization [62,63,64,65]. The influence of 

the absorption, scattering, and diffraction of surfaces has been incorporated in room-acoustic 

prediction [66,67]. Currently, calculated room impulse responses are widely used in 

auralization which, in that case, is called 'fully-computed' auralization [65,68,69,70]. 
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Sound-field simulation: 
Environmental data 

Binaural simulation: 
HRTFs 

Convolution: 
Anechoic signals 

3D room 
model 

Impulse 
Response 

Binaural 
Impulse 

Response 

Test 
signals 

Auralization: 
Replay 

Figure 1.1. Flow chart of the fully-computed auralization procedure 

Auditory perception is sensitive with respect to listening environment [71]. Due to the 

auditory characteristics of humans, headphone playback systems need to compensate for the 

sound localization, sound transmission from a free field to a point in the ear canal of a human, 

and to consider the frequency response of the headphone used. The head-related transfer 

functions (HRTFs) are modeled as a filter which accounts for the effect of the reflections from 

the pinnae and shoulder, as well as the shadowing effect of the head itself. The HRTFs not 

only vary in a complex way with azimuth, elevation, range, and frequency, but also vary 

significantly from person to person [72,73]. Wightman and Kistler [72,74] developed and 

validated synthesized stimuli over headphones using the head-related transfer functions 

(HRTFs) measured from each subject. Judgments of azimuth were quite accurate, and there 

were no obvious differences between judgments made with free-field signals and those made 

with the synthesized ones. Judgments of elevation, however, tended to be more variable with 

the synthesized signals [72]. Wenzel et al. [75] extended Wightman and Kistler's work to 

sixteen untrained subjects with non-individual HRFTs. The results suggested that most 

listeners could obtain useful directional information of azimuth dimension from an auditory 

display without requiring the use of individual HRTFs. However, they found the high rate of 

front-to-back confusions to be asymmetric around the interaural axis with non-individual 

HRTFs. Virtual stimuli processed using non-individual HRTFs have been cited in the 

literature as degrading localizaion accuracy, decreasing externalization, and increasing 

reversal errors [76,77]. 

Although the non-individual HRTFs have drawbacks, measurement of individual 

HRTFs is impractical in an application developed for a large number of people [78,79]. 
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Bronkhorst [80] found no significant effect of using individualized HRTFs on reversals with 

two different noise spectra. When virtual speech stimuli were incorporated, no significant 

main effects were found for head tracking or use of individual HRTFs [81]. Whether or not 

individualized cues are required may depend upon the nature of the task [79]. 

Subjective speech-intelligibility tests using auralization techniques have been used 

for various purposes. Nordlund, Kihlman, and Lindblad [82] developed a method for speech-

intelligibility test using an artificial speaker having human voice directivity and an artificial 

head constructed for stereophonic recording in an auditorium. Kleiner [83] used more 

advanced auralization techniques for speech-intelligibility tests including calculated 

echograms and measured echograms to synthesize sound fields. Ricard and Meirs [84] 

incorporated head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) [72,73] into their Modified Rhyme Test 

(MRT) phrases for both recognition and localization tasks. Besing and Koehnke [85,86] used 

source-to-eardrum transfer functions to develop speech-intelligibility tests in noise. Peng [87] 

found that auralization with simulated binaural room impulse responses (BRTRs) was more 

accurate to test speech intelligibility than that with monaural room impulse responses. 

Detailed review on speech intelligibility in virtual environments will be presented in Chapter 

2. 

It is important to know how reliable auralization is, and to what extent acoustical 

details are actually simulated [88]. Although a number of auralization systems have been 

developed, few studies to validate the quality of the systems have been reported. This might 

be a consequence of the fact that such evaluation is laborious and that absolute quality is hard 

to define. Comparison of recordings and auralized test material has been used to evaluate the 

quality of auralization. Kleiner [83] compared direct listening and three different auralization 

techniques - binaural recordings made in the theatre, convolution with calculated impulse 

response, and convolution with measured impulse response - using speech-intelligibility tests. 

Lokki and Jarvelainen [89] used a recording made in real room to evaluate auralization quality. 

Rindel and Christensen [88] compared three auralization techniques to validate the quality of 

their auralization. Another way of comparing real and auralized sound fields is to compare the 

just-noticeable differences (JNDs) for various parts of the binaural impulse response. Prodi 

and Velecka [90] used the JNDs to evaluate the binaural playback systems for virtual sound 
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fields. They concluded that all required quality features should be tested with a given specific 

application and it could be defined whether the performance of auralization is plausible with 

the specific application. 

1.2.4 Room-acoustical modeling methods 

For this work it was desired to predict the acoustical conditions in rooms and to 

obtain auralized sound fields using room-acoustical modeling methods. There are two 

different methods used in the modeling of room acoustics in this work: computational 

modeling and physical scale-modeling. 

Computational modeling 

There are three approaches in computational modeling in room acoustics: wave-based 

modeling, ray-based modeling, and statistical modeling [91]. The wave-based modeling 

methods (methods that account for wave phase) such as the finite-element method (FEM), 

boundary-element method (BEM), and finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD), are 

suitable only for small enclosures and low frequencies due to the heavy computational 

requirements [92]. The statistical modeling methods such as the statistical energy analysis 

(SEA), are used for prediction of noise levels in coupled rooms where sound transmission by 

structures is important [93]. 

Another statistical approach is diffuse-field theory, in which the theoretical 

assumption is that the reverberant sound field is perfectly diffuse [94]. In this thesis, it was 

used to calculate absorption coefficients and reverberation times from measured data in scale-

model rooms. Since the Sabine formula was derived, diffuse-field theory has been developed 

[95]. It is applicable to fairly reverberant rooms with uniform surface absorption. Eyring 

improved upon Sabine formula to make it applicable to less reverberant spaces, by treating the 

waves as being absorbed only at the surfaces [96]. Fitzroy improved upon Sabine by allowing 

the absorbent material to be distributed unevenly [97]. Although a diffuse sound field is an 

idealization in rooms, it can be applicable in real rooms when the room absorption is 
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uniformly distributed and the room shape is quasi-cubic, especially i f the room surfaces are 

diffusely reflecting [98]. 

The ray-based modeling methods, such as the ray-tracing and the image-source 

methods, are most commonly used for room acoustical modeling [99,100,101,62]. There are 

also hybrid models, which are combined ray-tracing and image-source method together 

[64,102]. In hybrid models, early reflections are calculated with the image-source method due 

to its accuracy in finding reflection paths, and later reflections are calculated with ray-tracing 

method, due to its efficiency in computational requirement. 

One of the hybrid acoustical prediction and auralization software systems, CATT-

Acoustic v8.0 [103], was used in this work. For early sound reflections, the image-source 

method was utilized, with added first-order diffuse reflection. The direct sound, first-order 

diffuse and specular reflections and second-order specular reflections are handled by the 

image-source method. For fully-detailed calculation, a randomized tail-corrected cone-tracing 

(RTC) method was used. The RTC combines features of both specular cone-tracing, standard 

ray-tracing and the image-source method [104]. 

Physical scale-modeling 

Physical scale-modeling methods are now well proven and there is considerable 

knowledge regarding their ability to represent the acoustical conditions of real rooms [105, 

106, 107, 108,109]. Acoustic scale modeling was first undertaken by Spandock in 1934 [110]. 

The principle behind acoustic scale modeling is simple. In order to create a 1/n scale model, 

all dimensions are scaled by 1/n. If the wavelength is similarly reduced then wavelength-to-

dimension ratios remain unchanged. If the wavelength is reduced, the frequency must be 

increased. However the propagation medium (generally air), in the model is the same as in the 

real room, so for a 1/n scale model, frequency should be increased by n times (possibly 

involving ultrasonic model frequencies). At these higher model frequencies, the absorption 

and diffusion properties of the model surfaces and the air should be the same as in the real 

room at normal frequencies. 
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A major constraint to the choice of scale factor relates to the transducers, which tend 

to have a high frequency limit around 100 kHz, both in the case of loudspeakers and 

microphones. Ai r absorption is also a major problem in scale-model measurement, air 

absorption increases approximately with the square of the frequency [111]. Since it should 

increase in proportion to frequency, the air-absorption effect is excessive in a scale model and 

cannot be neglected. The air absorption can be calculated at the model test frequencies for 

each temperature and relative humidity measured in the scale-model room [111]. 

1.2.5 Summary 

Previous studies of optimal acoustical conditions for speech intelligibility were based 

on two major approaches. A series of experimental and theoretical studies have been carried 

out to understand the acoustical conditions important for speech intelligibility. Different types 

of studies, with different ways of incorporating noise, resulted in different apparent optimal 

reverberation times for speech. In the experimental studies, the use of fixed signal-to-noise 

ratios at the listener eliminated the accurate inclusion of the effect of reverberation on speech 

intelligibility. In the theoretical predictions, it was found that the effect of reverberation on 

intelligibility was dependent on the distances from the listener of both the speech source and 

the noise source. In order to prove the theoretical prediction, more accurate experimental 

study is imperative. 

Subjective speech-intelligibility tests widely used in room acoustics, objective metrics 

to predict speech intelligibility, and the possibility of using the auralization technique were 

reviewed for the experimental study on speech intelligibility. Applying auralization to speech-

intelligibility tests was deemed plausible in terms of its repeatability of test signals, as long as 

auralization was first validated for speech-intelligibility testing. Two room modeling methods 

chosen for this work, CATT-Acoustic and physical scale-modeling, were introduced. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Thesis 

The primary objective of this thesis is to find the optimal reverberation for speech 

intelligibility by an experimental method using more realistic room-acoustical models. The 

interaction between reverberation and steady-state level will be incorporated into room-

acoustical models. The effect of doing so is to increase the reality and accuracy of speech-

intelligibility tests, resulting in more valuable data for the acoustic design of rooms for speech. 

The second objective is to find the optimal reverberation for speech intelligibility for 

both normal and hearing-impaired listeners. Optimal room-acoustical conditions for hearing-

impaired people on speech intelligibility are not well known, despite there being are a number 

of audiological studies on speech intelligibility for hearing-impaired listeners. Considering 

that the hearing-impaired population requires acoustically more elaborate listening 

environments, knowledge of the optimal room-acoustical conditions is imperative. 

The third objective is to propose an optimal architectural design for speech 

intelligibility based on the findings of this thesis. Ceiling barriers and reflectors will be used 

as a design variable in classrooms. The results provide a design concept for high quality 

classroom acoustics. 

1.4 Approach 

The auralization technique was employed as a fundamental method for reproducing 

sound fields, and its application was validated for speech intelligibility in this thesis. 

The first step in finding the optimal reverberation for speech intelligibility using 

auralization was to create idealized virtual rooms with an approximately diffuse sound field in 

order to have results to be tested in the same conditions of the previous experimental studies. 

For more accurate modeling of the interaction between reverberation and speech-to-noise ratio, 

the concepts of the speech-to-noise level difference at a listener's position (SNR) and the 
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relative output-power levels of the speech and noise sources were chosen to give differences 

(SNS) that are clearly defined and used in this thesis. 

The next step consisted of applying the results from the first step into more realistic 

virtual rooms with non-diffuse sound fields, modeled based on existing classrooms. This step 

repeats the first step, and confirms and extends the results of the previous study. 

Finally, a novel practicable method for achieving high speech intelligibility in 

classrooms is proposed based on the results of the previous steps. Ceiling barriers and 

reflectors for optimizing classroom acoustics for speech intelligibility were evaluated by using 

a physical scale-model and computer prediction. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses validation of speech-

intelligibility testing in virtual classrooms in comparison with real classrooms. Chapter 3 

investigates the optimum reverberation for speech intelligibility when noise is incorporated in 

a realistic manner in a simplified virtual room for both normal and hearing-impaired listeners. 

Chapter 4 develops Chapter 3 in the case of realistic virtual rooms. Chapter 5 reports tests of 

ceiling barriers and reflectors as an architectural solution to improve speech intelligibility 

based on the optimum acoustical conditions found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Chapter 6 

concludes the thesis and discusses the future work. 
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2 VALIDATION OF THE AURALIZATION TECHNIQUE: 
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY TESTS IN VIRTUAL AND 
REAL CLASSROOMS * 

2.1 Introduction 

Subjective speech-intelligibility tests give more realistic results than do the 

measurement of prediction of objective metrics. However, performing such tests in real 

rooms has limitations - for example, they are difficult to perform with a large number of 

subjects. Auralization offers a solution to these limitations, having an unlimited capability to 

reproduce realistic listening environments, and making it possible for speech intelligibility to 

be assessed in a room before it is built. However, before it can be used with confidence, the 

auralization technique must be validated in comparison with direct listening in real rooms. 

There are several ways to perform subjective speech intelligibility tests, as follows: 

(1) on-site listening tests: 

- a person speaks speech material in the room; 

- a loudspeaker plays speech material, recorded in an anechoic chamber, into the 

room. 

(2) off-site listening tests: 

- speech material recorded in the room are reproduced by loudspeakers in an 

anechoic chamber or via headphones; 

- speech material recorded in an anechoic chamber are convolved with room 

impulse responses measured in the room, and are reproduced by loudspeakers in an 

anechoic chamber or via headphones. 

* A version of this chapter has been submitted for publication to Acustica. Yang, W . and Hodgson, M. (2006) 
Validation of the auralization technique: comparison of speech intelligibility tests in virtual and real classrooms. 
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- speech material recorded in an anechoic chamber are convolved with calculated 

room impulse responses and are reproduced by loudspeakers in an anechoic 

chamber or via headphones ('fully-computed' auralization). 

For off-site listening methods, auralization techniques are required. The quality of 

speech-intelligibility tests depends on how well the speech source is modeled and how speech 

sound is transmitted to listeners - that is, the accurate modeling of the room and the listener. 

This is what auralization seeks to achieve. 

Speech-intelligibility tests using auralization methods have been used for acoustical 

evaluation of rooms, for validation of the auralization technique, and for clinical purposes. 

Nordlund, Kihlman, and Lindblad [1] developed a method for studying the correlation 

between the acoustical features and speech intelligibility of the room. They made recordings 

of nonsense monosyllables using an artificial speaker having human voice directivity and an 

artificial head constructed for stereophonic recording in an auditorium, and played the 

recordings through headphones. This method laid the groundwork for an auralization study 

on speech intelligibility. Kleiner [2] used more advanced auralization techniques for speech 

intelligibility testing. He used calculated and measured echograms to synthesize sound fields. 

Sound fields simulated in an anechoic chamber were recorded using a dummy-head and 

presented to listeners using headphones. The speech-intelligibility scores in on-site listening 

tests were compared with off-site listening-test results using dummy recordings, measured 

echograms, and calculated echograms. In general, the three different off-site speech-

intelligibility scores were correlated with the on-site speech-intelligibility scores; however, 

the work revealed errors using the auralization technique for speech intelligibility. The 

speech-intelligibility scores in on-site listening tests in a theatre with a reverberation time os 

0.8 s in the 1-kHz octave band were higher than those in off-site listening tests using 

auralization techniques. 

Ricard and Meirs [3] studied speech intelligibility and listener ability to localize 

speech in a virtual sound field. They employed head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) to 

condition Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) phrases for both recognition and localization tasks. 

Localization of azimuth was accurate, but front-back confusions in the range of other 
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localization studies that used HRTFs were found. Besing and Koehnke [4,5] used source-to-

eardrum transfer functions to develop speech intelligibility tests for virtual auditory 

localization. The source-to-eardrum transfer functions were measured using a broadband 

stimulus in actual sound fields for each source location in each environment using the 

K E M A R [6] manikin. They concluded that the virtual localization test enabled potential 

problems inherent in free-field localization tests to be avoided. Peng [7] conducted subjective 

speech-intelligibility tests using auralization with binaural room impulse responses (BRTRs). 

He found that auralization with simulated BRTRs is a better means of testing speech 

intelligibility than that with monaural room impulse responses. 

In summary, research has been done to develop and validate the auralization 

technique, but there is lack of literature to support the validity of subjective speech-

intelligibility testing in auralized sound fields for speech-intelligibility studies. The objective 

of the present work was to validate the fully-computed auralization technique for use in a 

subsequent speech-intelligibility study. The results of the real-classroom measurements are 

compared with results of tests in virtual classrooms. The similarities and differences between 

the results for the real classrooms and virtual classrooms are explained. The process of 

verification demonstrates the reliability of the auralization technique and, in particular, the 

fidelity of a virtual classroom model as a representation of a realistic listening environment. 

2.2 M e t h o d s 

2.2.1 Subjects and test materials 

Twelve university students (eight females and four males) completed the listening 

tests in both the real classrooms and the virtual classrooms. A l l of the subjects had normal 

hearing (thresholds of 20 dB H L or better) at octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz. 

The Modified Rhyme Test [8] was used for the speech-intelligibility test. A test list 

consists of 50 words, which are common one-syllable words for consonant identification - 25 

words tested initial consonants and 25 tested final consonants. The 300 words of the M R T 

were recorded in an anechoic chamber by a male talker who spoke standard Canadian English. 
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Each word was presented in the carrier phrase, "Say (test word)", at an average rate of two 

syllables per second. The word order of each list was randomized to obtain the 12 lists of the 

MRT, each containing 50 words. The r.m.s. amplitude of each word list was normalized tot 

the same value. As a noise signal, four-talker babble by AudiTec of St. Louis [9] was 

presented with the MRT lists. 

2.2.2 Classrooms and acoustical measurements 

Speech-intelligibility tests were performed in two existing, medium-sized university 

classrooms in order to evaluate the fidelity of the 'fully-computed' auralized sound fields. 

The classrooms were architecturally identical, with volumes of 400 m3, but had different 

acoustical characteristics. One (Room A) had acoustical treatment to reduce reverberation, 

the other (Room B) had no acoustical treatment. Three listening positions (rl, r2, and r3) 

were chosen along the centre line of the classrooms. The speech source was positioned at the 

front, where the instructor might typically stand. The noise source was at the back of the 

classroom between r2 and r3 (see Figure 2.1). 

Acoustical measurements were made in both classrooms. Impulse responses and 

speech levels were measured using the Maximum Length Sequence System Analyser 

(MLSSA) at each listening position. Reverberation Time (RT), Early Decay Time (EDT), 

early-to-late energy ratio (C5 0), and useful-to-detrimental energy ratio (U50) were calculated 

from the measured and predicted impulse responses. Mid-frequency (500, 1000, and 2000 Hz 

octave-band average) values were used for the RT and the EDT. C 5 0 and U50 were calculated 

from the measured and predicted unfiltered impulse responses by Eqs. (1) and (2). 

(1) 

(2) 
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Figure 2.1. 3D model of Room A showing sources (Speaker and Noise) and receiver positions (r l , 
r2 and r3). 

Here, Ed is the direct energy from the source, Ed.50ms is the total early speech energy arriving 

up to 50 ms after the direct sound, ESoms-«> is the total late speech energy arriving after 50 ms, 

and the noise energy is E„. 

2.2.3 Auralization and listening tests 

The classrooms were modeled, and acoustical prediction and auralization were 

performed, using CATT-Acoustic v8.0 [10]. Each classroom had 153 surfaces; sources 

emitted 13508 rays. The classroom surfaces were discretized according to the distribution of 

materials in Room A, which was acoustically treated. For predicting Room B, the 3D model 

for Room A was also used, to maintain the same surface numbers and discretization, though 
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with different materials. Figure 2.1 shows the speech source, noise source and receiver 

positions for Room A . 

The absorption coefficients and diffusion coefficients of the surface materials in the 

classrooms were the only acoustical quantities that could be varied to model the virtual 

classrooms. Table 2.1 shows absorption and diffusion coefficients of each surface material, 

and the average absorption and diffusion coefficients used in the room modeling. The 

absorption coefficients were chosen based on published absorption coefficients of the 

materials [11]. Room B consisted of a floor made of polished concrete, walls made of painted 

plywood, a ceiling made of textured plaster, and a blackboard. Room A had acoustical panels 

on the walls and the ceiling, with absorption coefficients 0.20, 0.57, 0.90, 0.98, 0.98, 0.97 in 

the 125 to 4000 Hz octave bands. The diffusion coefficients were chosen based on previous 

work [12], then adjustments were made to achieve a best fit to the measured RTs. 

Table 2.1. Individual and average absorption coefficients (a, a ) and diffusion coefficients (d,d). 

Material Area (m2) Hz 125 250 500 l k 2k 4k 

Glazed 78.08 a 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 
concrete 78.08 d 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Painted Room A : 72.39 a 0.28 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 
plywood RoomB:132.57 d 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Textured Room A : 66.37 a 0.28 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 
plaster RoomB: 124.24 d 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Wood 44.14 
a 0.14 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.10 

Wood 44.14 
d 0.60 0.45 0.32 0.38 0.30 0.30 

Blackboard 19.32 
a 
d 

0.15 
0.10 

0.25 
0.05 

0.20 
0.04 

0.12 
0.04 

0.10 
0.03 

0.05 
0.03 

Seat area 60.77 
a 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.13 0.18 0.25 

Seat area 60.77 
d 0.62 0.72 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.85 

Absorption 
Room A only 118.05 

a 
d 

0.20 
0.39 

0.57 
0.42 

0.90 
0.90 

0.98 
0.98 

0.98 
0.95 

0.97 
0.95 

Room A 
459.12 

a 
d 

0.18 
0.26 

0.21 
0.27 

0.29 
0.39 

0.31 
0.41 

0.31 
0.40 

0.31 
0.40 

Room B 
459.12 

a 0.20 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 
459.12 

d 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 
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Table 2. 2. Freefield sound levels (L e q) at lm from source and power levels (Lw). 

Sources (dB) 125 250 500 l k 2k 4k unweighted 

M L S 
Leq 

L w 

43.7 
53.5 

46.5 
55.5 

50.4 
57.9 

57.8 
64.1 

60.6 
64.9 

61.7 
64.8 

65.3 
69.9 

M R T 
L e q 

L^v 

51.5 
61.3 

57.6 
66.6 

59.2 
66.7 

56.3 
62.6 

54.4 
58.7 

48.8 
51.9 

63.7 
71.2 

Noise L e q 

L w 

50.4 
61.3 

59.4 
70.3 

62.5 
73.4 • 

51.5 
62.4 

43.4 
54.3 

33.4 
44.3 

64.7 
75.6 

The impulse responses predicted by CATT-Acoustic were convolved with the M R T 

lists recorded in the anechoic chamber and with the babble noise signals. Since the Maximum 

Length Sequences (MLS) were used to measure the room impulse responses, and a speech 

signal (MRT) was used to conduct the listening tests, two sets of predictions were made to 

represent each case. In order to compare predictions with the results measured using the 

M L S S A system, the M L S spectrum was used as the speech signal in the prediction of the 

acoustical parameters. However, for auralization, the M R T spectrum was used as the speech 

signal. Free-field sound levels at 1 m from the source were measured in the anechoic chamber 

using both M L S and M R T sources, and are presented in Table 2.2. 

For both real and virtual classroom tests, loudspeakers were used to reproduce the 

speech and noise. In order to account for a human speaker's directivity pattern, a loudspeaker 

designed for human voice testing, which had directional characteristics similar to that of the 

human voice, was used as the speech source. Figure 2.2 shows the measured directivities. An 

omnidirectional loudspeaker was used as the babble-noise source. The presentation levels of 

the speech-intelligibility tests were calibrated using the one-minute-average sound level 

(Leq.imin) of the M R T list 1, based on Table 2.2. Subjects completed the tests at all three 

receiver positions ( r l , r2, r3) for each configuration. 

For the virtual classroom test, head related-transfer functions (HRTFs) [13] and 

headphone transfer functions were included in the simulations to provide more realistic sound 

reproduction. In order to take into account the effects of head, shoulder, and pinna, the 
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front 
0 

back 

Figure 2. 2. Directivity patterns of the speech sources (a: loudspeaker radiating an MRT signal 
for speech intelligibility test; b: loudspeaker radiating am MLS signal for acoustical 
measurements and prediction. ... 125 Hz, -•- 250 Hz, — 500 Hz, — 1000 Hz, — 2000 Hz, — 
4000 Hz). 
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average HRTF provided by CATT-Acoustic was used, along with headphone transfer 

function compensation for Beyer DT 990 Pro headphones [beyerdynamic, Heilbronn]. The 

computed binaural impulse responses were convolved with the M R T lists and the babble 

noise using CATT-Acoustic. CATT-Acoustic does not provide absolute calibration of 

auralization levels [14]. Thus, the sound levels at the three receiver positions for the 

convolved M R T and the convolved babble signals were calibrated relative to one another 

using the calibration function in CATT-Acoustic. The speech signal and the babble noise for 

each combination were combined; all of the sound processing was conducted using CATT-

Acoustic. Since the difference between the 1-m free-field sound levels of the MRT, and of 

the babble noise was 1.0 dB (see Table 2.2), which is perceptually insignificant [15], the 

calibrated M R T and babble noise were added without sound-level scaling. The final 

auralization test materials were transferred to a compact disc for presentation via a CD player. 

Each virtual test was performed individually in a soundproof booth using the Beyer DT 990 

Pro headphones. The headphone output levels were set by measuring the equivalent sound-

pressure levels of the M R T signal at the drive unit. 

2.3 Results and Analysis 

2.3.1 Room acoustical parameters 

Figures 2.3a and b show the measured and predicted RTs and EDTs; Table 2.3 shows 

their differences. RT and EDT showed good agreement between measurement and prediction 

in both Room A and Room B. The differences were less than 10 %, except at r2 and r3 in 

Room A (see Table 2.3). A 10 % accuracy can be considered to be an indicator of the 

minimum practically significant difference [16]. Although the actual difference was not great 

in the high absorption classroom (Room A), the difference in percentage was greater because 

the measured RT and EDT were very low compared to Room B. 

C 5 0 showed disagreements between measurement and prediction for both Room A 

and Room B (see Figure 2.3c). The differences in the C 5 0 s varied from -3.7 dB to 5.6 dB, as 

shown in Table 2.3. The just noticeable difference (IND) in C 5 0 values is known to be 1.1 dB 
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Seats Seats 

Figure 2. 3. Measured and predicted reverberation metrics (a: Reverberation times; b: Early 
decay times; c: C 5 0 without babble; d: f/50 with babble. • : Predicted Room A; • : Measured 
Room A; • : Predicted Room B; o: Measured Room B). 
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Figure 2. 4. Measured and predicted speech and babble noise levels and speech-to-noise level 
differences (a: speech levels; b: babble levels; c: speech-to-noise ratio with background noise, d: 
speech-to-noise ratio with babble noise. • : Virtual Room A; • : Real Room A; • : Virtual Room 
B; o: Real Room B). 
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Table 2.3. Difference between prediction and measurement parameters. 

Predicted - Measured Room r l r2 r3 
RT(s) A 0.02 (4.4 %) 0.13 (26.5 %) 0.16(29.1 %) 

B 0.03(1.6%) 0.01 (0.5 %) 0.00 (0.0 %) 

EDT(s) A 0.02(10.0%) -0.03 (-7.5 %) 0.00 (0.0 %) 
B -0.07 (-3.7 %) -0.11 (-5.7%) 0.03 (1.7%) 

C 5 0 ( d B ) A 2.1 5.6 1.3 
B -0.9 -2.2 -3.7 

SPEECH (dBA) A " 1.7 0.8 0.6 
B 0.6 0.9 1.5 

Uso (dB) A 3.4 1.8 -0.2 
B 1.2 -0.7 -1.8 

B A B B L E (dBA) A -0.2 1.4 1.0 
B -0.3 0.8 0.3 

[17]. The measured C 5 0 at r2 was lower than at r3 in both classrooms. In the high-absorption 

classroom (Room A), the predicted C 5 0 values were higher than the measured C 5 0 ; however, 

in the low-absorption classroom (Room B), the measured Cso values were in general higher 

than the predicted C 5 0 s. In Room A, C 5 0 was higher if EDT was lower; however, in Room B, 

the relationship between C 5 0 and EDT was not clear. It may be due to the large amount of late 

sound energy compared to the direct sound and early sound energies. 

Uso showed better agreement than C 5 0 . The differences in the USoS varied from -1.8 

dB to 3.4 dB, as shown in Table 2.3. The JND for U50 might be higher than that for C 5 0 (no 

reference was found for the JND for U50), because U50 includes a noise component, and the 

noise might desensitize the hearing ability. 

Speech levels and babble noise levels were both measured and predicted. Figure 2.4 

shows the speech levels, noise levels and speech-to-noise level difference, with background 

noise and with babble noise. Their differences are shown in Table 2.3. In most cases, the 

predicted sound levels were slightly higher than the measured levels. 
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2.3.2 Speech intelligibility tests 

The mean percentage speech-intelligibility scores and 95 % confidence intervals are 

shown in Figure 2.5. In the high absorption classroom (Room A) without babble noise, the 

difference between the virtual and real classrooms was greater than in the low-absorption 

classroom (Room B). Contrastingly, in Room B with the babble noise, the difference between 

the virtual and real classrooms was much greater than in Room A . The difference in the M R T 

scores between the virtual and real classrooms for Room B with the babble was more than 

15 %, with the virtual classroom having lower speech intelligibility relative to the real 

classroom. 

Table 2.4 presents the mean speech-intelligibility scores and standard deviations. As 

expected, the standard deviations were generally greater when the mean speech-intelligibility 

scores were lower with babble noise and vice versa. When the babble noise was not present, 

the standard deviations in the real classrooms, both Room A and Room B, were greater than 

in the virtual classrooms, except at r3 in Room A and at r l in Room B. This suggests that the 

virtual classrooms are reliable for speech-intelligibility tests without significant noise signals. 

Contrastingly, when the babble noise was present, the standard deviations in the virtual 

classrooms were greater than in the real classrooms. This suggests that auralization is 

sensitive to babble noise. 

Table 2. 4. Mean speech-intelligibility scores and standard deviations. 

Room A Room B 
Without babble With babble Without babble With babble 

Virtual Real - Virtual Real Virtual Real Virtual Real 
Mean 99.17 91.83 92.93 92.33 94.67 97.00 80.83 95.50 

SD 1.34 3.35 4.63 5.25 3.55 3.46 5.49 4.04 

Mean 99.33 91.00 84.83 85.5 93.17 95.17 67.00 87.50 
SD 1.30 4.05 7.26 4.52 2.76 4.71 7.21 6.88 

Mean 96.33 94.00 77.17 80.33 91.67 94.33 59.33 80.00 
SD 2.67 2.09 8.96 5.90 2.93 4.66 6.17 6.27 
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Seats 

Figure 2. 5. Measured and predicted speech-intelligibility test scores and 95% confidence 
interval (a: without babble; b: with babble. • : Virtual Room A; • : Real Room A; • : Virtual 
Room B; o: Real Room B). 
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Table 2. 5. Difference between predicted and measured MRT results. 

M R T 
Without Babble With Babble 

M R T Room r l r2 r3 r l r2 r3 

^ A 7.34 8.33 2.33 0.50 -0.67 -3.16 
Difference A (7.99) (9.15) (2.48) (0.54) (-0.78) (-3.93) 

(%) B -2.33 -2.00 -2.66 -14.67 -20.50 -20.67 
B (-2.40) (-2.10) (-2.82) (-15.36) (-23.43) (-25.84) 

A 8.16 6.30 2.55 0.25 -0.21 -0.98 
Paired f-test A (0.000) (0.000) (0.027) (0.810) (0.836) (0.347) 

(p-value) 
B -2.38 -1.54 -2.4 -10.32 -6.54 -11.60 
B (0.036) (0.153) (0.035) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

These results were interpreted by statistical analysis using the paired Mest, as shown 

in Table 2.5. Without babble, there was a highly significant difference in the speech 

intelligibility scores between the real and virtual classrooms in Room A at r l and r2, but no 

statistically significant difference in Room B. With babble, there was no statistical difference 

between the real and virtual classrooms in Room A, but in Room B there was a highly 

statistical difference. 

The mean speech-intelligibility scores were compared with C50, U50, and speech-to-

noise level differences in Figure 2.6. Without babble noise, the speech intelligibility was 

highly correlated with C 5 0 and speech-to-noise level difference in Room B (see Figure 2.6a 

and b). However, there was no clear relationship between speech intelligibility and C 5 0 or 

speech-to-noise level difference in the high absorption classroom (Room A) . With babble 

noise, the speech intelligibility depends on U5o and speech-to-noise level difference in both 

the high and the low absorption classrooms (Room A and Room B) (see Figures 2.6c and d). 

The equations and coefficients of determination (R2) associated with the linear regression 

lines are presented in Table 2.6. Thus, in general, the mean speech-intelligibility scores are 

highly correlated with the speech-intelligibility metrics in both the low and high absorption 

classrooms, and in both real and virtual classrooms, with babble noise. In quite absorptive 

classrooms, the difference in the mean speech-intelligibility scores between the virtual 

classroom and the real classroom were large, and the relationship between the mean speech-

intelligibility scores and speech-intelligibility metrics were not clearly seen. 
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U 5 0(dB) " SNR(dB) 

Figure 2. 6. Variation of speech intelligibility with acoustical parameters (a: C 5 0 ; b: Speech-to-
noise level difference without babble; c: Uso; d: Speech-to-noise level difference with babble. • : 
Virtual Room A; • : Real Room A; • : Virtual Room B; o: Real Room B). 



Table 2. 6. Equations and coefficients of determination (R2) associated with linear regression of 
C50) U$o, and speech-to-noise level difference with mean speech-intelligibility score. 

Virtual 

Real 

Real 

Eq 

Room A R2(%) 

Eq 

Room A R2(%) 

Virtual E q 

Room B R2 (%) 

Eq 

RoomB R2(%) 

Without Babble With Babble 

SI-C50 SI-SNR SI-t/50 SI-SNR 
SI= =0.2697«C5 0 SI= =0.2248«SNR SI= =0.8324'£/ 5 0 

SI= =0.8868«SNR 
+94.777 +93.996 +86.976 +88.978 

32.76 64.66 90.24 90.68 

SI= =0.0393«C5 0 SI= =-0.193«SNR SI= =0.7738«(75o SI= =0.8408«SNR 
+91.884 . +95.753 +89.252 +90.117 

1.39 46.22 88.57 96.63 

SI= =0.497 l ' C 5 0 SI= =0.5551-SNR SI= =2.3001'£/ 5 0 SI= =3.3649«SNR 
+92.448 +80.931 +82.477 +82.708 

86.34 97.43 96.79 96.43 

Sf =0.7356«C5o SI= =0.4409«SNR Sf =2.1998«C/5o SI= =2.4374«SNR 
+92.762 +86.216 +99.515 +99.329 

74.18 98.80 83.15 97.87 

2.4 Discussion 

Differences between the speech intelligibility in the real and virtual classrooms can 

be explained by one or a combination of the potential reasons listed below: 

- the early-to-late energy ratio was not correctly estimated; 

- surface diffusion was not sufficiently taken into account; 

- the localization of the speech and noise sources in the virtual classrooms was not 

accurately modeled; 

- sound reproduction via headphones was not the same as natural listening; 

- the calibration of the speech signals and babble signals after convolution was not 

correctly done; 

- the distortion of the electroacoustic equipment was too high. 

Each of these points will be discussed in detail in this section. 

Information about the early-to-late energy ratio can be obtained by considering the 

room impulse responses. As shown in Figures 2.7a and b, in Room A the predicted impulse 
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response had a stronger direct sound compared to the measured impulse response. This made 

predicted C 5 0 values higher than the measured C 5 0 in this configuration. In contrast, the 

predicted impulse response had a relatively long reverberant tail in the reverberant room, 
i 

Room B. This can also be understood by comparing the reverberation times and early decay 

times shown in Figures 2.3a and b. In Room B, the predicted RTs and EDTs did not change 

much with receiver position in the room; however, the measured RTs were lower than the 

measured EDTs. Thus, the measured impulse response had more early energy than the 

predicted one. Even though the measured and predicted reverberation times were similar, the 

ratios of early energy to late energy differed. 

Time (s) Time (s) 

Figure 2. 7. Room impulse responses at r2 (a: Predicted Room A; b: Predicted Room B; c: 
Measured Room A; d: Measured Room B). 
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The room impulse responses (Figure 2.7) provide information about sound-field 

diffuseness as well as the early-to-late energy ratio. A number of strong individual peaks 

appear in the predicted room impulse responses in both Room A and Room B. Thus, the 

predicted rooms have more specular reflections than in the measured rooms. This suggests 

that the predicted rooms should have had more diffusion (i.e., higher diffusion coefficients). 

For the reverberant classroom, Room B, the real classroom speech-intelligibility 

scores were higher than the virtual classroom test scores, as in Kleiner's results [2]. He found 

that speech-intelligibility results using simulated sound fields with RTs 0.8 to 1.0 s were 

worse than for direct listening in the theatre tested. The standard deviation of the mean 

speech-intelligibility scores also supported the conclusion that the auralization technique was 

adversely influenced by the reverberation and noise, as shown in Table 2.4. It is difficult to 

localize sound in a reverberant room or in noise. Sound localization is adversely affected by 

reverberation [18,19]. Since Good and Gilkey [20] found adverse effects of noise in 

localization, it has been studied by many researchers [21,22,23,24]. However, this issue 

remains unsolved. It may be also caused by experimental errors associated with on-site 

listening testing in real classrooms. For example, in the real-classroom tests, listeners can 

move their heads to change the signal levels they receive, whereas in the virtual-classroom 

tests using headphones, the test-signal levels were kept constant. 

HRTFs are important to enhance spatial reproduction in an auralized sound field [25]. 

Wenzel et al. [26,27,28] compared individual HRTFs and non-individual HRTFs. The data 

showed that, while the interaural cues to horizontal location were robust, the spectral cues 

were distorted by a synthesis process that used non-individualized HRTFs. However, many 

listeners were able to obtain at least some useful directional information from an auditory 

display, without requiring the use of individualized HRTFs. The relatively small standard 

deviations of the mean speech-intelligibility scores in the virtual classrooms suggest that 

considering differences in the subjects' HRTFs may not be necessary, and that the effect of 

headphone distortion is negligible. 

It was necessary to perform convolution twice for each configuration, since we had 

two different sound signals — the speech and the babble noise. Calibration of the convolved 
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sound levels relied on CATT-Acoustic in this study. Absolute calibration was difficult to 

achieve due to the various scaling factors involved in the calculation [14]. It should be 

possible to improve the accuracy of the sound-level calibration using the relative level 

difference between the speech and the babble noise. 

In the high-absorption classroom, Room A, the differences between the real and 

virtual classrooms may not only be due to limitations in the auralization techniques. It may be 

caused by experimental errors in real-classroom measurements due to distortion added by the 

electro-acoustic equipment. As shown in Figures 2.6a and b, the speech intelligibility in 

Room A without noise did not correlate with the two objective speech-intelligibility metrics, 

C 5 0 and speech-to-noise level difference. Contrastingly, in the configuration which had 

differences between the real and virtual classrooms (Room B with babble noise), the speech-

intelligibility scores were well correlated with both C 5 0 and speech-to-noise level difference. 

2.5 S u m m a r y a n d C o n c l u s i o n s 

This comparison study showed that, i f the room to be auralized is not too absorptive 

(e.g., RT= 0.4 s at the center of the room) or noisy (e.g., SNS = 0 dB), speech-intelligibility 

tests using auralization are reliable. 

The fundamental assumption of the auralization technique is that the room impulse 

response characterizes the room. The calculated impulse response is convolved with sound 

signals to obtain the sounds to be auralized. How close the predicted impulse response is to 

the measured impulse response is the key factor determining the accuracy of the auralization 

procedure. In this study, the results for the virtual classroom demonstrated limitations of 

current auralization techniques in certain conditions. Auralizing reverberant sound fields with 

noise is challenging. The low-absorption virtual classroom (Room B) did not agree well with 

the real classroom in terms of the speech-intelligibility test scores. 
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Mixing two different sound signals - the M R T signals and the babble noise - turned 

out to be another problem. In real sound fields, a listener can distinguish the sound 

information which he/she wants to listen to, from other noises. Sound directivity and spatial 

hearing can help this hearing procedure. However, in virtual classrooms, when the babble 

noise was presented in the low-absorption classroom (Room B), the M R T words were 

completely 'mixed up' with the babble noise. 

In general, the prediction results showed good agreement for most room-acoustical 

parameters, except for C 5 0 , even though the M R T test scores showed some disagreement. 
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3 OPTIMUM REVERBERATION TIMES FOR SPEECH 
INTELLIGIBILITY FOR NORMAL AND HEARING-
IMPAIRED LISTENERS IN IDEALIZED CLASSROOMS 
WITH DIFFUSE SOUND FIELDS * 

3.1 Introduction 

Verbal communication is one of the most important acoustical activities in rooms, from 

small meeting rooms and classrooms to larger auditoria and conference rooms. The acoustical 

designs of such rooms should therefore achieve a high degree of speech intelligibility for 

listeners. Speech intelligibility is directly related to speech-to-noise level difference, and is 

inversely related to reverberation time [1]. However, in rooms the situation is complicated by 

the fact that reverberation and steady-state levels of speech and noise interact. Increased 

reverberation increases both speech and noise levels by increasing the reverberant sound 

energy; this increases or decreases the speech-to-noise level difference at a listener position 

depending on the listener's relative distances to the speech and noise sources. Here we 

consider rooms with approximately diffuse sound fields, for which reverberation can be 

accurately described by the reverberation time (RT), so that the results can be related to 

previous experimental research. 

The literature reports a number of experimental and theoretical studies which 

investigated the relationship between the prevailing acoustical conditions and resulting 

speech intelligibility. These studies accounted for noise and the interaction between 

reverberation and speech-to-noise level difference, with varying degrees of realism. A brief 

overview of the literature is presented here - see Ref. 2 for a full review and discussion. 

* A version of this chapter has been published in J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 120(2) 801-807. Yang, W . and Hodgson, M. 
(2006) Auralization study of optimum reverberation times for speech intelligibility for normal and hearing-
impaired listeners in classrooms with diffuse sound fields. 
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Nabelek and Robinson [3] showed that, in the absence of noise, speech intelligibility 

was inversely related to reverberation time - that is, the optimal reverberation time for speech 

intelligibility was zero. Nabelek and Pickett [4,5] and Finitzo-Hieber and Tillman [6] 

performed speech-intelligibility tests with normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects, for 

various fixed speech-to-noise ratios in rooms with various fixed reverberation times, again 

finding that speech intelligibility decreased with increased reverberation time. Hearing-

impaired people were more sensitive to reverberation than normal-hearing people. However, 

these experimental studies were unrealistic in effectively assuming a diffuse sound field by 

involving exponential sound decays, and in not accounting for the interaction between 

reverberation and sound levels. The theoretical studies, on the other hand, were based on 

speech-intelligibility metrics which are considered to be good predictors of speech 

intelligibility, and which account for the interaction. Bradley [1], using both subjective test 

results and theoretical prediction of the USo useful-to-detrimental energy metric in diffuse 

sound fields, found optimum reverberation times of 0.4 to 0.5 s for classrooms with a 

uniform background-noise level of 30 dBA. Houtgast et al. [7] used a numerical model and 

found non-zero optimum reverberation times for a variety of rooms with non-diffuse sound 

fields, and for various speech-to-noise level differences. The effects of reverberation on 

noise were incorporated by considering the audience as a collection of individual noise 

sources. Bistafa and Bradley [8] used a theoretical model and predicted non-zero optimal 

reverberation times in diffuse sound fields using a number of metrics. They found that 

increased reverberation increased early energy and intelligibility, but that too much 

reverberation decreased intelligibility. However, noise levels were again unrealistically 

assumed to be uniform throughout the room. Hodgson and Nosal [2] incorporated noise into 

a theoretical model in a realistic manner, by including noise sources in the rooms, which had 

diffuse sound fields. Predicted optimum reverberation times depended on the source 

directivities, the speech-to-noise level difference at the listener's position, the positions and 

orientations of the speaker and the noise source, and the number of noise sources. They found 

that i f the speech source was farther from the listener than, the noise source, then speech 

levels increased more with reverberation than did noise levels, and the level difference 

increased with reverberation, tending to increase intelligibility. If, on the other hand, the 

noise source was farther from the listener than the speech source, then noise levels increased 
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more with reverberation than did speech levels, tending to decrease intelligibility. Thus, the 

effect of reverberation on intelligibility depended on the relative distances from the listener to 

the speech and the noise sources. The effect increases with source/receiver distance and, 

therefore, is greater when source/receiver distances are larger than the reverberation radius 

(or critical distance). 

In this paper, auralization techniques are used to identify optimal reverberation times 

in an idealized classroom with speech and babble-noise sources and an approximately diffuse 

sound field, in order to validate theoretical prediction. Considering individual speech and 

noise sources is more realistic. Subjective test has the potential to be more accurate than 

theoretical prediction, since it directly reflects listeners' perception. Optimal reverberation 

times are found by performing speech-intelligibility tests with normal-hearing and hearing-

impaired adult subjects. Considering the U, speech-intelligibility metric that has been shown 

to be well-suited to the prediction of speech intelligibility in classrooms [1], the early/late 

energy time t that best predicts speech intelligibility is found for both subject groups. 

Involving both normal- and hearing-impaired subjects allows similarities and differences 

between these two subject groups to be determined. 

3.2 T h e o r e t i c a l C o n s i d e r a t i o n s 

Ut is a metric based on the useful-to-detrimental energy-ratio concept. This concept 

divides acoustical energy received after the arrival of the direct sound into useful and 

detrimental parts. The useful part consists of the direct energy from the speaker, E&, and the 

early-arriving, reflected energy from the speaker, Ee. The remaining reflected, or late-

arriving, energy, E\, is considered detrimental. In addition to the late-arriving reflected 

energy, noise energy, En, is detrimental. Thus, the measured useful-to-detrimental ratio 

calculated from measured data is defined as, 

The Ut useful-to-detrimental ratio can also be predicted based on diffuse-field theory [2], 

0) 
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where the subscripts'm' and 'p' refer to measured and predicted data, respectively. Here k = 

ln(106)/i?r, where RT is the reverberation time, rs is the distance from the speech source to 

the listener, r„ is the distance from the noise source to the listener, and rh is the reverberation 

radius (or critical distance) associated with the speech source. Z, s f l and Z, n f l are the long-term 

anechoic levels at 1 m directly in front of the speech and noise sources, in a free field, 

respectively; qs and qn are their directivity indices. 

3.3 Experimental Methodology 

3.3.1 Classroom and sound-field simulation procedures ' 

In this study, one of the objectives was to model an idealized room with an 

approximately diffuse sound field and exponential sound decay. Thus, the design was based 

on previous research into the factors that relate to a diffuse sound field [9]. The virtual 

classroom was based on a real 95-seat classroom of simple, rectangular geometry. It was 11-

m long, 7-m wide and 5-m high (volume = 385 m3). Predictions were made in octave bands 

from 125 to 4000 Hz. The same absorption coefficients were used for all octave bands and 

for all surfaces. The absorption coefficient was varied to achieve different reverberation times. 

Values of 1.0, 0.68, 0.40 and 0.21 were used, respectively, to obtain reverberation times of 

0.0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 s. The corresponding reverberation radii varied from 3 to 1 m. In order 

to avoid strong specular reflections from the surfaces, and to promote diffuse fields with 

exponential sound decays, all surfaces were defined to be 30 % diffusely reflecting [10]. 

CATT-Acoustic v8.0 [11] was used to predict and auralize the sound fields. The number of 

rays and the truncation time were 10,088 and 1.0 s, respectively, for both prediction and 

auralization. In order to verify the diffusiveness of the simulated sound fields, predicted 

EDTs and RT's were compared; these should be very similar in a diffuse sound field with an 

exponential sound decay. The differences were always less than 0.05 s at mid frequencies 

(500, 1000, and 2000 Hz). 
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The classroom contained a speech source, a noise source and a virtual listener, all 

located at least 2 m from surfaces. Two noise-source positions were considered - one 

between the speech source and the listener, such that the noise source was closer to the 

listener than the speech source (Noise 1), and one farther from the speech source than the 

listener (Noise 2). Figure 3.1 shows the floor-plan of the virtual room, with the relative 

positions of the listener, the speaker, and the noise sources. The speech source had human

like directivity, the noise source was omnidirectional. The listener and the speech source 

faced each other. The relative output power levels of the speech and noise sources were 

chosen to give differences (SNS) of 0 and 5 dB. Note that SNS is different from the 

difference in the speech and noise levels at a receiver location (SNR). Table 3.1 lists the SNR 

for both SNS values. The values of SNS and RT were selected on the basis of preliminary 

listening tests. These covered a wide range of SNS and RT values and allowed the more 

limited ranges, resulting in realistic SNR values and expected to contain the optimal RT 

values which were used here to be identified. The test RT values were additionally chosen to 

cover the range including zero and the optimal values specified in classroom standards [1]. 

Binaural impulse responses between the listener and the speech and noise sources 

were predicted. In order to take into account the effects of the head, shoulder and external 

auditory systems of the virtual listener, the head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) provided 

with the CATT-Acoustic system were used. Headphone playback without equalization, and 

diffuse-field HRTF data, were used in this work. 

The resulting sound fields were auralized using the CATT-Acoustic software. The 

speech-signal level was chosen to approximate typical classroom levels. The noise-source 

levels were set relative to the input speech level to achieve the two test SNS values. A total of 

16 different sound-field configurations were created, consisting of all combinations of the 

two speech- and noise-source relative output levels (SNS = 0 and 5 dB), the four 

reverberation times (RT = 0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 s), and the two positions of the noise source 

(Noise 1 and Noise 2). As shown in Table 3.1, the speech-to-noise level differences received 

at the listener position (SNR), corresponding to the two SNS values, varied in the various 

configurations from -6 dB to +8.5 dB. 
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Table 3. 1. Received speech-to-noise level differences (SNR in dB) for all test sound-field 
configurations. 

SNS = 0 dB SNS=5dB 
RT(s) 

Noise 1 Noise 2 Noise 1 Noise 2 

0.0 -6.0 3.5 -1.0 8.5 

0.2 -4.5 2.1 0.4 7.2 

0.4 -2.8 1.2 2.1 6.2 

0.8 -1.5 0.6 3.3 5.7 

Elevation 

Speech 
Listener Noise 1 source Noise 2 

o o 

1 1 I I 

Floor Plan 

5 7 9 11 

Figure 3. 1. Floor-plan and elevation of the virtual classroom, showing the speaker, listener and 
noise-source positions. All coordinates are in metres. 
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The Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) [12] was used as the speech-intelligibility test 

method. Twelve, fifty-word M R T word lists recorded by a male, native-Canadian talker in an 

anechoic chamber were combined through the CATT-Acoustic system with four-talker 

babble noise (available from A U D I T E C H [13]). The MRT-speech and babble-noise signals 

for each test configuration were mixed together using the Goldwave v5.1 sound-editing 

program [14], at levels corresponding to the predicted sound-pressure levels at the listener 

position. The resulting, final auralization test materials were transferred to a compact disc for 

presentation to subjects using a CD player. The test material was replayed through Sony 

M D R V600 headphones in a soundproof room. Each subject was tested individually. Each 

listened to a complete list of 50 words for each of the 16 different sound-field configurations. 

In order to avoid score inflation caused by the closed-set method1 used here, subjects were 

instructed not to guess the answer. The tests were presented in randomized order. The 

presentation levels were set by the predicted levels of the sound-field configurations, and 

used for both normal and hearing-impaired groups. 

3.3.2 Subjects 

Hearing-screening tests were done prior to the speech-intelligibility testing, to 

identify the hearing categories of the subjects. Subject groups for the study were normal-

hearing adults, and hearing-impaired adults with a mild to moderate sensorineural hearing 

loss, whose first language was English. The hearing-loss criteria for the hearing-impaired 

subjects were lower than 25 dBHL (HL = Hearing Loss) between 250 Hz and 1 kHz, and 

between 30 and 55 dBHL from 2 to 8 kHz, with no more than 15 dB difference between the 

two ears at any two frequencies. This represents a typical frequency response for 

sensorineural hearing loss [15]. The hearing-impaired subjects in this work did not use 

hearing aids in their everyday lives. 

Data collection was done at two different sites: the University of British Columbia, 

Vancouver, B C ( 'UBC' ) and Central West Health, Grand Falls-Windsor, N L ( 'CWH'). 

Forty-three normal-hearing and twenty-eight hearing-impaired subjects, with mean ages of 26 

and 48 years, respectively, completed the tests. For the normal-hearing subjects, the 

difference between the U B C and C W H groups was not statistically significant. For the 
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hearing-impaired subjects, the difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05), with the 

C W H hearing-impaired group showing a lower average M R T score than the U B C group. 

However, the subject groups at the two locations showed similar variations of scores with the 

different test configuration (i.e. for different SNS and RT); thus the results for the two groups 

were combined. The exact reason for the difference in the results for the hearing-impaired 

subjects at the two test sites is not known. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Speech Intelligibility 

Mean speech-intelligibility scores for the sixteen sound-field configurations were 

calculated separately for the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subject groups. Results 

are presented as the percentage of correct responses. Figure 3.2 shows the variations of the 

mean speech-intelligibility score (with 95 % confidence interval) with reverberation time and 

noise-source position. 

For normal-hearing subjects, when the noise source was farther from the listener than 

the speaker (Noise 2), with either SNS = 5 dB or 0 dB, the mean speech-intelligibility scores 

exceeded 85 % for all reverberation times. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to 

compare the sensitivity of the scores to variations in the speech- arid noise-source output-

level difference (SNS) and reverberation time (RT). The mean scores for the four different 

RT's were found to be statistically different (p < 0.0005). The mean scores at each RT were 

ranked using Tukey's paired comparison test [16] (a = 0.05). The rank orders by the mean 

speech-intelligibility scores were varied in inverse relation the the RT except for two pairs for 

which scores were not statistically different: RT= 0.0 and 0.2 s with SNS = 5 dB, and RT = 

0.4 and 0.8 s with SNS = 0 dB. With SNS = 5 dB, for RTs of 0.2 and 0.4 s, the mean speech-

intelligibility scores with SNS = 5 dB were significantly higher than those with SNS = 0 dB (p 

< 0.001). However, the difference at RT = 0.8 s was not significant, although the mean 

speech-intelligibility scores with SNS = 5 dB were lower than those with SNS = 0 dB. When 

RT was 0.0 s there was no statistical difference between SNS = 5 dB and SNS = 0 dB (p = 

0.554). 
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For hearing-impaired subjects, with Noise 2, the mean speech-intelligibility scores 

were between 68.3 and 80.0 % with SNS = 5 dB, and between 64.3 and 72.5 % with SNS = 0 

dB. The differences between the scores for the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects 

were 13.3 to 19.5 % with SNS = 5 dB, increasing to 17.8 to 22.7 % with SNS = 0 dB. The 

A N O V A results for the difference in the mean speech-intelligibility test scores between the 

normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects indicated a statistically significant difference 

(p < 0.0005). For the hearing-impaired subjects in this case, the 95% confidence intervals 

overlapped at the different RTs; therefore, statistical confidence in the rank order was lower. 

The peak (i.e. the locally highest value, possibly not statistically significant) occurred at RT= 

0.2 s with SNS = 5 dB, and its confidence interval was relatively narrow; with SNS = 0 dB, 

the highest mean speech-intelligibility score was at RT = 0.0 s. There were no significant 

differences between the scores with SNS — 5 dB and 0 dB, except in the case of RT — 0.2 s (p 

<0.05). 

For normal-hearing subjects, when the noise source was positioned between the 

listener and the speaker (Noise 1), with SNS = 5 dB, mean speech-intelligibility scores varied 

from 80.4 to 88.3 %. There were two peaks in the score, at RT= 0.0 and 0.4 s; the difference 

was not statistical significant according to their rank order by Tukey's pairwise comparison 

test (a = 0.05). For the hearing-impaired subjects in the same conditions, mean speech-

intelligibility scores varied from 61.7 to 67.6 %. Of the values tested, the highest score 

occurred at RT = 0.8 s. The differences between the scores for the normal-hearing and 

hearing-impaired subjects varied from 12.8 to 22.3 % with SNS = 5 dB, and the differences 

were statistically significant. 

In the case of Noise 1, with SNS= 0 dB, mean speech-intelligibility scores increased 

with increasing reverberation time for both normal- and hearing-impaired groups. Of the RTs 

tested, the mean speech-intelligibility scores had its highest value at RT = 0.8 s for both 

subject groups. The mean scores for the four RTs were again ranked using Tukey's paired 

comparison test (a = 0.05), and were found to vary directly with RT, with 99.9 % confidence. 
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Figure 3. 2. Variation of mean speech-intelligibility score, and 95% confidence interval, with RT: 
a. SNS = 5 dB, Noise 2; b. SNS = 0 dB, Noise 2; c. SNS = 5 dB, Noise 1; d. SNS = 0 dB, Noise 1). 
( ) normal-hearing; ( ) hearing-impaired. 

The lowest mean speech-intelligibility scores measured in the various test configurations 

varied between 66.2 and 75.3 % for normal-hearing subjects, and between 36.7 and 55.1 % 

for hearing-impaired subjects. The differences between the scores for the two subject groups 

varied from 20.2 to 29.5 %, the biggest differences seen in the four cases. The difference 

between the results for SNS = 0 and 5 dB was statistically significant (p < 0.0005) for both 

subject groups. 
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3.4.2 Best predicting early-time limit 

For each sound-field configuration, useful-to-detrimental ratios were calculated from 

the predicted impulse responses and the applicable speech and noise levels, according to Eq. 

(1). They were also predicted using Eq. (2) for comparison with theory. Early-time limits of 

/ = 20, 30,..., 120 ms were used. In order to identify the early-time limits which best 

predicted the measured speech intelligibility, regression analyses were performed on the 

mean speech-intelligibility scores for each sound-field configuration. Since the relationships 

were clearly not linear or quadratic, and following Bradley [17], third-order polynomials 

were fit. 

Table 3.2 shows the strengths of the relationships - quantified by the goodness-of-fit 

measure, R2 - between each measure and speech intelligibility, for both the normal- and 

hearing-impaired results. 

Table 3. 2. Coefficients of determination (R2) associated with third-order-polynomial regression 
fits for each U, value, for both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects. The highest 
values are in bold. 

Normal hearing Hearing-impaired 

Measured Predicted Measured Predicted 

74.7 72.6 70.2 66.4 

f/30 81.1 80.0 81.4 78.6 

u40 83.8 84.3 88.6 86.6 

u50 
85.2 86.0 92.6 91.0 

u60 84.7 86.4 93.9 93.3 

u10 
83.9 86.2 94.5 94.5 

83.2 85.7 94.5 95.0 

u90 
82.4 85.1 94.5 95.3 

£7ioo 81.9 84.4 94.4 95.3 

t/no 81.3 83.8 • 94.3 95.2 

/̂120 80.8 83.3 94.1 95.1 
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Since the form of the trendline and the number of data points was the same in every 

case, the success of each measure can be compared by comparing the corresponding R2 

values. In both calculation and prediction results, the trends were similar. U5Qim and t/60,p 

were most accurate at predicting the speech-intelligibility results for the normal-hearing 

subjects. However, for the hearing-impaired subjects, U10^ USo>m and U90,m and f/90>p and 

C / 1 0 o, P predicted the results best; that is, with early-time limits 20 - 40 ms higher than for the 

normal-hearing group. That the limit was higher in prediction than in measurement may be 

due to the fact that the sound fields in the virtual rooms were not perfectly diffuse as assumed 

in prediction. The c 7 5 0 > m (for normal hearing, 'NH' ) and Uso,m (for hearing-impaired, 'HoH') 

regression curves are shown in Figure 3.3. The corresponding equations are as follows: 

Normal hearing: 

57 N H , m= 85.2 + 1.94-t/5o,m-0.167-[/5o,m2 + 0.00911-c/5o>m

3 ic 2 = 85.2 % 

57NH,p = 85.6 + 1.77-C/6o,p - 0.176-c/60,p

2 - 0.012-L/6 0,P

3 R2 = 86.4 % 

Hearing-impaired: 

57HoH,m = 64.1 + 2.86-£/ 8 0 i m - 0.232-[/80,m

2 + 0.010-U 8 0 > m

3 R2 = 94.5 % 

57HoH,P = 64.7 + 2.66-f7100,p- 0.245•L/.oo.p2 - 0.013-C/100,p3 R2 = 95.3 % 
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Figure 3. 3. Variation of mean speech-intelligibility score with useful-to-detrimental ratio using 
the best-fit early-time limit for all sound-field configurations and the best-fit third-order 
polynomial regression curves: a. normal-hearing, J75o,m; b. hearing-impaired, Uso>m. 
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3.5 Discussion 

The speech-intelligibility results for the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired 

subjects obtained with the Modified Rhyme Tests revealed some basic differences in 

perception by the two groups, and also some similarities. 

Normal-hearing subjects in our study showed decreased speech intelligibility with 

increased reverberation time when the speech source was closer to the listener than the noise 

source (Noise 2). When the noise source was between the speech source and the listener 

(Noise 1), of the RTs tested, the optimal reverberation time varied from 0.4 to 0.8 s when the 

SNS varied from 5 to 0 dB, except for normal-hearing subjects with SNS = 5 dB, for which 

the highest score was obtained with RT= 0 s. Except for this result, the results are in good 

agreement with those of Hodgson and Nosal [2] (who also proposed a detailed explanation 

for their results). 

In general, hearing-impaired subjects in our study showed similar trends to the 

normal-hearing subjects. This is consistent with recent work by Bradley, Sato and Picard 

[18]. Of course, the hearing-impaired listeners were more adversely affected by reduced 

speech-to-noise level difference. Increased reverberation time generally resulted in increased 

speech intelligibility when the noise source was closer than the speech source to the listener 

(Noise 1). Increased reverberation time above RT = 0.2 s decreased speech intelligibility 

when the speech source was closer to the listener than the noise source (Noise 2). When the 

noise source was farther from the listener than the speech source, the optimal reverberation 

time included zero and low, non-zero values. The results for the hearing-impaired subjects 

had relatively large standard deviations on their mean speech-intelligibility scores. The 

greatest standard deviations always occurred at RT= 0 s among the four reverberation times. 

The smallest standard deviations always occurred at the RTs resulting in the peak mean 

speech intelligibility scores - i.e. at the optimal reverberation times. 

When the noise source was farther from the listener than the speech source, the 

difference in score resulting from the two different speech- and noise-source output level 
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differences (SNS) was smaller than those when the noise was between the speech source and 

the listener, for both the normal- and hearing-impaired subject groups. 

3.6 Conclusions 

The results of this work generally support previous theoretical predictions [2]. With 

the noise source incorporated in a realistic manner, the optimal reverberation times were 

dependent on its positions relative to the speaker and the listener in a room. The optimal 

reverberation time was zero or near zero when the noise source was farther than the speaker; 

zero and non-zero reverberation times were found to be optimal when the noise source was 

between the listener and the speaker. If the speech-to-noise level difference is adverse for a 

subject group, some reverberation is required to increase the speech signal. The best early-

time limit in the useful-to-detrimental energy ratio was 50 - 60 ms for normal-hearing 

subjects. Uy0, Uso or U90were the most accurate predictors of the mean speech-intelligibility 

score. Hearing-impaired subjects apparently require more early energy than normal-hearing 

subjects with this range of the speech-to-noise level difference. 

In this study, a simple, idealized classroom with approximately diffuse sound field 

and exponential sound decay was studied, as was the case in previous experimental work 

reported in the literature. Thus, the results depended on the overall reverberation in the room. 

They also depend on the source and receiver locations involved; Ref. 2 contains further 

discussion of the effect of varying these parameters. Ignored in this study is the influence of 

detailed room-acoustical factors such as individual reflections from the wall, floor or ceiling; 

these relate to the exact room geometry and surface-absorption distribution, and exist in 

realistic rooms. It would be interesting to repeat the study using a more realistic model of a 

classroom to improve the current work. The optimal reverberation might be found to vary 

from room to room depending, for example, on details of the arrival of reflections at the 

receiver. It would also be interesting to include replay-headphone equalization and 

angularly-varying HRTF data in the simulations, though the relatively small standard 

deviations of the mean speech-intelligibility scores among the normal-hearing subjects 

suggests that considering differences in the subjects' HRTFs may not be necessary, and that 

the effect of headphone distortion is negligible. 
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4 OPTIMUM REVERBERATION FOR SPEECH 
INTELLIGIBILITY FOR NORMAL AND HEARING-
IMPAIRED LISTENERS IN REALISTIC VIRTUAL 
CLASSROOMS USING AURALIZATION * 

4.1 Introduction 

Conceptually, speech intelligibility is directly related to signal-to-noise level 

difference and inversely related to the amount of reverberation [1]. However, situations 

involving rooms become complicated, since reverberation and steady-state levels interact so 

that they are not independent. Increased reverberation increases speech and noise levels by 

increasing the reverberant sound energy. Hodgson and Nosal [2] reviewed the effect of 

reverberation on speech and noise levels, and using theoretical prediction found that the 

effect of reverberation on speech intelligibility depends on the relative distances of the 

listener to the speech and the noise sources. 

Regarding the optimization of reverberation for speech intelligibility, early 

reflections have been considered since Lochner and Burger [3] applied the concept of the 

useful-to-detrimental energy ratio. The useful-to-detrimental ratio was extended to account 

for the effect of fluctuating ambient background noise on speech intelligibility by Latham [4] 

for more accurate prediction. The useful-to-detrimental ratio is considered to be a suitable 

intelligibility metric for predicting speech intelligibility for normal-hearing listeners [1,5,6]. 

Typically, the time limit for the early-arriving reflections has been taken to be 50 ms for 

speech sounds [1,7]. The useful early-time limit for hearing-impaired listeners for speech 

intelligibility was unknown. Bradley, Sato and Picard [8] studied the -effect of early reflection 

* A version of this chapter has been submitted for publication to Ear and Hearing. Yang, W . and Hodgson, M. 
(2006) Optimum reverberation for speech intelligibility for normal and hearing-impaired listeners in realistic 
virtual classrooms using auralization. 
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for speech intelligibility for hearing-impaired listeners. They found that increased early-

reflection energy has the same effect on speech-intelligibility scores as does an equal increase 

in the direct-sound energy for both normal and hearing-impaired groups. 

In a previous paper [9], the authors used auralization to experimentally confirm 

Hodgson and Nosal's [2] prediction results, incorporating realistic noise sources into rooms 

with approximately diffuse sound fields. Subjective speech intelligibility testing with human 

subjects showed that hearing-impaired listeners require more early sound energy to achieve 

the benefit of increased speech level by reverberation than do normal-hearing listeners. 

The objective of the present work was to expand and validate the previous work on 

speech intelligibility with diffuse sound fields into more realistic rooms with non-diffuse 

sound fields. This was done using speech-intelligibility tests with both normal and hearing-

impaired listeners in auralized sound fields of existing classrooms and their variations. The 

test reverberation times were also extended to correspond to those of the existing classrooms, 

and to confirm the optimal reverberation times for speech intelligibility for both normal and 

hearing-impaired listeners in the case when the noise source was positioned between the 

talker and the listener; this was not clearly elucidated in the previous work, due to the limited 

values of the test reverberation times used. The second purpose of this work was to examine 

and compare widely used speech-intelligibility metrics. Useful-to-detrimental ratios and 

Speech Transmission Index (STT) were correlated with the speech-intelligibility test scores. 

The best predicting early time limits for useful sound energy were identified for both normal 

and hearing-impaired listeners. 

4.2 M e t h o d s 

4.2.1 Subjects 

Subjects for the study were normal-hearing adults, and hearing-impaired adults with 

mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss, whose first language was English. Twenty-five 

normal-hearing and thirteen hearing-impaired subjects participated in the tests; they varied in 

age from 18 to 64 years old, with mean ages of 24 and 41 years, respectively. Hearing-
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screening tests were done prior to the speech-intelligibility testing, to categorize the hearing 

of the subjects. The subjects in the normal-hearing groups had pure-tone auditory thresholds 

less than 25 dBHL (HL = Hearing Loss) at octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz [10]. 

The hearing-loss criteria for the hearing-impaired subjects were less than 25 dBHL between 

250 Hz and 1 kHz, and between 30 and 55 dBHL from 2 to 8 kHz, in either ear. This 

represents a typical frequency response for sensorineural hearing loss [11]. The hearing-

impaired subjects in this study did not wear hearing aids in their everyday lives. 

4.2.2 Classroom configurations 

In this study, realistic virtual classrooms were created with various reverberation 

times. Thus, the design was based on previous research and the acoustical conditions of the 

selected existing classrooms [9,12]. A configuration with zero reverberation time was 

excluded, since it is unrealistic. Six classroom configurations were defined to have 

reverberation times varying from 0.3 s to 1.9 s, by changing the amount of surface 

absorption. 

Two typical medium-sized university classrooms were selected as models for the 

virtual classrooms. The two classrooms are architecturally identical, but have different 

acoustical characteristics. One has acoustical treatment to reduce the reverberation (RTma = 

0.6 s at the listener position, L), and the other has no acoustical treatment (RT^d = 1.9 s at L). 

Figure 4.1 shows a three-dimensional model of the virtual classroom. It has 96 seats, length = 

15 m, width = 8.5 m, and height = 4 m (volume = 400 m 3 , total surface area = 464 m 2 , 

volume to surface-area ratio = 0.86 m) with a sloped floor in the seating area. There was a 

speech source, a noise source and a virtual listener in the classroom. The speech source (S) 

was positioned at the front of the classroom where the instructor might typically stand. The 

listener was in the middle of the classroom (source/receiver distance = 5.0 m). Speech-

intelligibility tests were auralized in six classroom sound-field configurations having different 

reverberation times from 0.3 to 1.9 s. The corresponding reverberation radii of the speech 

source varied from approximately 4 to 1 m. The noise source (N) was positioned between the 
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speech source and the listener at 2.5 m from both. The speech source, the noise source, and 

the listener were on the center line of the classroom (see Figure 4.1). 

Figure 4.1 shows six classroom configurations with different applications of 

absorbing material to vary the reverberation time. The sound-absorbing material used 

corresponded to 60-mm-thick glass fibre, with the following sound-absorption coefficients in 

the six octave frequency bands from 125 Hz to 4 kHz: 0.20, 0.57, 0.90, 0.98, 0.98, and 0.97. 

The absorption and diffusion coefficients of the surface materials are shown in Table 4.1. In 

Figure 4.2, configurations (0.6) and (1.9) correspond to the two existing classrooms, 

configuration (0.3) has more absorbing material on the ceiling and the walls, configuration 

(0.8) has no ceiling absorption, but the same amount of wall absorption as configuration (0.6), 

configurations (1.2) and (1.5) have the absorbing materials only on the side walls. Each 

configuration name indicates the predicted mid-frequency reverberation time at the listener 

position in the unoccupied classroom. The surface-diffusion coefficients were set based on 

the work of Hodgson [13]. Table 4.2 lists the octave-band average surface-absorption 

coefficients (a) and diffusion coefficients (d ) of the six classroom configurations. 

Two different speech- and noise-source output-level differences (SNS) were tested: 

SNS of 0 and 4 dB, selected on the basis of preliminary predictions. The test values of SNS 

and RT covered a wider range of RT values than those in the previous study [9], and allowed 

the more limited ranges, resulting in realistic SNR values and expected to contain the optimal 

RT values which were used here, to be identified. 
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Table 4.1. Absorption (a) and diffusion (d) coefficients of the surface materials. 

material 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 

Glazed a 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 

concrete d 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

a 0.03 0.09 0.25 0.31 0.33 0.44 
Carpet d 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.20 

a 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.13 0.18 0.25 
Audience 

0.16 
0.85 0.85 Audience 

d 0.62 0.72 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.85 

Painted a 0.28 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 

Plywood d 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 

a 0.14 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.10 
Wood 

0.10 
0.30 Wood 

d 0.60 0.45 0.32 0.38 0.30 0.30 

Blackboard 
a 0.15 0.25 0.20 0.12 0.10 0.05 

Blackboard d 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 

Fibreglass 
a 0.20 0.57 0.90 0.98 0.98 0.97 

Fibreglass 
d 0.39 0.42 0.90 0.98 0.95 0.95 

Table 4. 2. Octave-band average surface-absorption coefficients (a) and diffusion coefficients 
(d ) of the six classroom configurations. 

RT(s) 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 

0.3 a 0.17 0.35 0.54 0.58 0.59 0.61 

d 0.32 0.34 0.60 0.65 0.64 0.65 

0.6 a 0.18 0.22 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.32 

d 0.26 0.27 0.39 0.42 0.41 0.41 

0.8 a 0.19 0.15 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.20 

d 0.22 0.22 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.28 

1.2 a 0.19 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 

d 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.22 0:22 

1.5 a 0.20 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 ' 0.10 

d 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 

1.9 a 0.20 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 

d 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 
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4.2.3 Sound-field simulation and speech-intelligibility test procedure 

CATT-Acoustic v8.0 [14] was used to predict and auralize the test sound fields. The 

number of rays involved in the predictions was 22,854 in each configuration and the 

truncation times varied from 1.0 s to 2.2 s depending on the target reverberation times in the 

classrooms. 

Human speech directivity was associated with both the speech source and the noise 

source. The listener and the speech source faced each other, as in a real classroom situation. 

The noise source faced the front in the room. Predictions were made in six octave bands from 

125 to 4000 Hz. Binaural impulse responses between the listener and both the speech and the 

noise sources were predicted. The head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) provided with the 

CATT-Acoustic system were used; theses take into account the effects of reflections from the 

pinnae and shoulders, as well as the shadowing effect of the head itself. Playback, with 

headphone transfer function compensation, with Beyer DT 990 Pro headphones, was used in 

this work. 

Figure 4. 2. Speech-to-noise ratio (SNR) at listener's location: (—•—) SNS = 4 dB; ( - - A — ) 
SNS = 0dB. 
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The predicted sound fields were auralized using the CATT-Acoustic software. The 

speech-signal level was chosen to approximate typical classroom levels in the six octave 

frequency bands from 125 Hz to 4 kHz: 54.5, 60.6, 62.2, 59.3, 57.4, and 51.8 dB [15]. The 

noise-source levels were set relative to the input speech level to achieve the two test SNS 

values. A total of 12 different sound-field configurations were created, consisting of all 

combinations of the two speech- and noise-source relative output levels (SNS = 0 and 4 dB), 

and of the six reverberation times (RT = 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.9 s). As shown in Figure 

4.2, the speech-to-noise level differences received at the listener position (SNR), 

corresponding to the two SNS values, varied in the various configurations from -4.1 dB to 

+3.3 dB. 

Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) [16] word lists were used as the speech stimuli. The 

M R T consists of 300 words embedded in a carrier phrase, "Say /word/.", that are arranged in 

six lists each having fifty words: twenty five differ by the initial consonant and twenty five by 

the final consonant. The six lists were recorded by a male, native-Canadian talker in an 

anechoic chamber, and the 50-word orders in each list were randomized to obtain twelve lists 

for the twelve classroom configurations. The r.m.s. amplitudes of the lists were normalized to 

the same value. The M R T lists were combined through the CATT-Acoustic system with four-

talker babble noise (available from AudiTech, St. Louis, M O [17]). The MRT-speech and 

babble-noise signals for each test configuration were mixed together using the Goldwave 

v5.1 [18] sound-editing program, at levels corresponding to the predicted sound-pressure 

levels at the listener position. The final auralization test materials were transferred to a 

compact disc for presentation to subjects using a CD player. The test material was replayed 

through Beyer DT 990 Pro headphones in a soundproof room. Each subject was tested 

individually. Subjects listened to a complete list of 50 words for each of the 12 different 

sound-field configurations. In order to avoid score inflation caused by the closed-set method 

used here, subjects were instructed not to guess the answer. 
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4.2.4 Data analysis 

Descriptive statistics for the speech-intelligibility test scores for each of the twelve 

sound-field configurations were calculated both for the normal-hearing and the hearing-

impaired listeners. Results are presented as the percentage of correct responses. Analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was employed to compare the sensitivity of the scores to variations in the 

speech- and noise-source output-level difference (SNS) and reverberation time (RT). Tukey's 

multiple-comparison test was used for post hoc measures of individual mean differences [19]. 

A significance level of 0.05 was used to evaluate the statistical outcomes of the speech-

intelligibility tests. 

For each sound-field configuration, useful-to-detrimental ratios were calculated from 

the predicted impulse responses and the applicable speech and noise levels, as described in 

Ref. 9. Early-time limits of 10 ms intervals from 20 to 120 ms were used. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Speech intelligibility 

Figure 4.3 shows the variations of the mean speech-intelligibility score (with 95 % 

confidence interval) with reverberation time. For normal-hearing subjects, with SNS = 4 dB, 

the mean speech-intelligibility scores were between 77.1 % and 90.1 %. The mean scores for 

the six different RT's were statistically different (p < 0.0005). The highest mean speech-

intelligibility score occurred at RT = 0.6 s, which was statistically significant for the six 

different RT's by the Tukey's multiple-comparison test (a = 0.05). For hearing-impaired 

subjects, with SNS = 4 dB, the mean speech-intelligibility scores were between 72.9 % and 

83.5 %, and were also statistically different (p < 0.024). The highest mean speech-

intelligibility score also occurred at RT= 0.6 s; however it was not statistically significant by 

Tukey's multiple-comparison test (a = 0.05). 
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For normal-hearing subjects with SNS = 0 dB, mean speech-intelligibility scores 

varied from 69.2 % to 78.5 %. There was a significant difference in the mean scores of the 

six RTs tested (p < 0.0005). With RT= 0.8 s and 1.2 s, the highest mean speech-intelligibility 

scores occurred with the same value of 78.5 %; the difference was not statistically significant 

according to their rank order by Tukey's multiple-comparison test (a = 0.05). For the 

hearing-impaired subjects in the same conditions, mean speech-intelligibility scores varied 

from 64.0 to 71.1 %. Of the values tested, the highest score occurred at RT= 0.8 s. 

The differences between the scores for the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired 

subjects were statistically significant, in general. When each configuration was examined 

individually, more detailed results were obtained. The mean speech-intelligibility scores for 

the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects had statistically significant differences, 

except for the case of RT= 1.5 s, for both SNS=0 dB and 4 dB. 

0.8 1.0 1.2 
RT(s) 

0.8 1.0 1.2 
RT(s) 

1.8 ,2.0 

Figure 4. 3. Variation of mean speech-intelligibility score, and 95% confidence interval, with RT: 
a. SNS = 4 dB; b. SNS = 0 dB. ( ) normal-hearing; ( ) hearing-impaired. 
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4.3.2 Useful-to-detrimental ratio and Speech Transmission Index 

Figure 4.4 shows Ut values with SNS = 0 dB and 4 dB using both methods. For t = 30 

and 40 ms, the highest Ux values occurred at RT = 0.6 s with both SNS values. With SNS = 4 

dB, the highest Ut values occurred at RT = 0.8 s for t = 50 ms and higher. When SNS 

decreased to 0 dB, the RT giving the highest Ut value increased to 1.2 s. Considering that the 

/?rhaving the highest mean speech-intelligibility scores was 0.6 s for SNS = 4 dB and 0.8 s to 

1.2 s for SNS = 0 dB, the variation of Ux prediction with RT showed fairly good agreement 

with the mean speech-intelligibility results. 

In order to identify the early-time limits for which speech intelligibility was highest, 

regression analyses were performed on the mean speech-intelligibility scores for each sound-

field configuration [20]. Table 4.2 shows the strengths of the relationships - quantified by the 

coefficient of determination, R2 - between each measure and speech intelligibility, for both 

the normal- and hearing-impaired results. Since the form of the regression curves and the 

number of data points were the same in every case, the success of each measure can be 

compared by comparing the corresponding R2 values. Ui0 was most accurate at predicting the 

speech-intelligibility results for the normal-hearing subjects. For the hearing-impaired 

subjects, U50 predicted the results best - that is, with early-time limits 20 ms higher than for 

the normal-hearing group. The limit using CATT-Acoustic was lower in this study than in 

the study of rooms with approximately diffuse sound fields [9]. This may be due to the fact 

that the sound fields in the virtual classrooms had relatively large numbers of specular 

reflections, so that the useful early sound time limits were decreased. The C/30 (for normal 

hearing, 'NH ' ) and U50 (for hearing-impaired, 'HoH') regression curves are shown in Figure 

4.5a and b. The resulting best-fit regression equations are as follows: 

Normal hearing: 

57 N H = 89.1 +2.73685-Un- 0.01553-U l 0J R2 = 9\3% 

Hearing-impaired: 

ShoH = 79.5 + 1.631 13-C/JO- 0.26769-Uso

2 R2 = 9\2% 
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Table 4. 3. Coefficients of determination (R1) associated with third-order-polynomial regression 
fits for various Rvalues, for both normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HoH) subjects. 



Figure 4. 5. Variation of mean speech-intelligibility score with useful-to-detrimental ratio using 
the best-fit early-time limit for all sound-field configurations and the best-fit quadratic 
regression curves: a. normal-hearing, UM; b. hearing-impaired, C/5 0. 
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Speech Transmission Index was calculated based on the RT at lk Hz and the A-

weighted signal-to-noise ratios for each classroom configurations using a simplified version 

of the procedure developed by Steeneken and Houtgast based on the modulation transfer 

function, as described in Ref. 21. Figure 4.6 shows the mean speech-intelligibility scores 

versus STI. The resulting best-fit regression equations are: 

Normal hearing: 

SINH = 47.456 + 89.616STI- 0.4005 STI2 R2 = 87.0 % 

Hearing-impaired: 

SIHoH = 38.82 + 121.67-577- 88.535\S772 R2 = 54.5 % 

STI predicted speech-intelligibility with R2 = 87.0 % for the normal-hearing subjects. 

The speech-intelligibility converged asymptotically to 100 % as STI was greater than 0.6. For 

the hearing-impaired subjects, STI could not describe the speech-intelligibility with high 

accuracy; that is, STI was unable to predict speech intelligibility for hearing-impaired 

listeners. This is consistent with previous results reported in the literature [22,23,24]. 
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Figure 4. 6. Variation of mean speech-intelligibility score with Speech Transmission Index using 
the best-fit early-time limit, for all sound-field configurations, and the best-fit quadratic 
regression curves (eqns in text). (•, ) normal-hearing; (o, ) hearing-impaired. 

4.4 Discussion 

The results for the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects, obtained with the 

MRT, revealed some basic differences in perception by the two groups, and also some 

similarities. 

In this study, the range of RTs examined was broadened in order to investigate the 

speech intelligibility for the case of a noise source between the talker and the listener, which 

was expected to have non-zero optimal reverberation times [2], over a higher range of RTs 

than in the previous study [9]. When the noise source was between the speech source and the 

listener, of the RTs tested, the optimal reverberation time varied from 0.6 s to 0.8 s. The 

results are in good agreement with those of the previous study [9]. 
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Figure 4. 7. The initial 0.2 s of the impulse response, a. RT= 0.8 s in the realistic classroom; b. RT 
= 0.8 s in the idealized classroom in Ref 9. 
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In general, hearing-impaired subjects in our study showed similar trends to the 

normal-hearing subjects in varied room-acoustical conditions. This is consistent with recent 

work by Bradley, Sato and Picard [8]. As expected, the hearing-impaired listeners were more 

adversely affected by reduced speech-to-noise level difference. Increased reverberation time 

generally resulted in increased speech intelligibility when the noise source was closer than 

the speech source to the listener; at times greater than the optimal reverberation time, 

increased reverberation time decreased speech intelligibility. 

The useful early-time limits found here using CATT-Acoustic were shorter in the 

realistic virtual classrooms than in the approximately diffuse sound fields of the previous 

study [9]. This can be explained by examining the impulse responses. Figure 4.7 shows the 

initial 0.2 s of the impulse responses for the realistic classroom and for the idealized 

classroom with an approximately diffuse sound field, both with RT = 0.8 s. Figure 4.7a 

clearly shows strong specular reflections in the realistic virtual classroom. This shows that 

optimum reverberation times may vary from room to room according to the details of the 

reflection arrival in the impulse response. 

4.5 C o n c l u s i o n s 

Extending previous work in classrooms with approximately diffuse sound fields, this 

study used auralization and speech-intelligibility tests to find the optimum reverberation time 

for speech intelligibility in more realistic rooms with non-diffuse sound fields. For both 

normal and hearing-impaired subjects, the results of this study agreed with previous results 

[9]. The optimal reverberation time was not zero when the noise source was between the 

listener and the speaker, with the received speech-to-noise level difference varying from -4 to 

+3 dB. The optimal reverberation time increased with decreasing the speech-to-noise level 

difference. If the speech-to-noise level difference is adverse for a subject group, some 

reverberation is required to increase the speech signal. Hearing-impaired subjects required 

more early energy than normal-hearing subjects for this range of speech-to-noise level 

differences. 
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In this study, a typical medium-sized classroom was the model for the virtual 

classroom. It would be interesting to repeat the study using various types of classroom to 

improve the current work. While the hearing-impaired listeners in this study benefited from 

early reflections more than the normal listeners, it would be'also interesting to verify the 

result for elderly listeners or more severely impaired listeners who use hearing aids in their 

everyday lives to investigate optimal reverberation for hearing aids. 
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5 CEILING BARRIERS AND REFLECTORS T O OPTIMIZE 
LECTURE-ROOM SOUND FOR SPEECH 
INTELLIGIBILITY* 

5.1 Introduction 

The importance of classroom acoustics and of speech intelligibility is well 

recognized. The room-acoustical parameters affecting speech intelligibility are known; 

generally, speech intelligibility tends to increase with increased speech-to-noise level 

difference and to decrease with increased reverberation. Reverberation for speech 

intelligibility is best quantified by the clarity factor C 5 0 , based on the early-to-late energy 

fraction. C 5 0 is usually highly correlated with early-decay time and reverberation time in 

classrooms [1]. The effect of speech-to-noise level difference on speech intelligibility 

dominates that of reverberation [2]. Other studies [1,3,4] have confirmed that the values of 

these parameters are often non-optimal. Thus, the question remains as to how to achieve the 

optimal values of the parameters in real classrooms in a practical, cost-effective way. Many 

newly designed or renovated classrooms use absorptive materials to reduce reverberation and 

late-arriving energy. However, these absorptive materials also decrease speech levels and 

may reduce beneficial early reflections. 

The purpose of the study reported here was to find an effective way to design lecture 

rooms - i.e. larger classrooms with an instructor at the front of the room, speaking to a group 

of students in front of him/her - and control sound to achieve optimum reverberation and 

adequate speech levels, especially at the back of the room, for speech intelligibility. The 

effectiveness of a novel system of ceiling barriers and reflectors for optimizing speech 

intelligibility is investigated, using a room-prediction model and physical scale-modeling. 

* A version of this chapter has been submitted for publication to j . Acoust. Soc. Am. Yang, W . and Hodgson, M. 
(2006) Ceiling barriers and reflectors to optimize lecture-room sound for speech intelligibility. 
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A room consists of a floor, walls and a ceiling. Among these three room components, 

the ceiling is chosen to be modified because it has a large flexibility compared to the walls 

and floor, and it can help reflect a teacher's voice toward the back of the room. Various 

ceiling-barrier and ceiling-reflector configurations were designed. Each design was 

incorporated into computer and scale-model lecture-room models, and the effects of the 

barriers and reflectors on the sound field were predicted, to optimize the designs. 
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Figure 5.1. Lecture-room floor-plan showing the speech-source (S) and receiver (rlL, r2L, r3L, 
r lC , r2C, r3C, rlR, r2R, r3R) positions. 
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5.2 M e t h o d s 

5.2.1 Lecture-room configurations 

A typical medium-sized university lecture room was selected as the model for tests of 

the effects of the ceiling barriers and reflectors. Figure 1 shows the floor plan. The lecture-

room has 96 seats, length = 15 m, width = 8.5 m, and height = 4 m (volume = 510 m3, total 

surface area = 443 m2, volume to surface-area ratio =1.15 m). The room surfaces and the 

seats with writing tablets, are sound-reflective. The mid-frequency reverberation time 

measured in the unoccupied classroom was about 2 s. Average octave-band surface-

absorption coefficients calculated using diffuse-field theory varied from 125 to 2000 Hz as 

follows: 0.22, 0.12, 0.08, 0.08, 0.08. A speech source was positioned either at the front-

center or at the front-right of the lecture room, and three listening positions were positioned 

in front (rlC - source/receiver distance = 2.0 m), middle (r2C = 5.5 m), and back (r3C = 9.0 

m) seats on the center line of the lecture room. Six additional listening positions were used 

when predicting the acoustical conditions in side areas of the lecture room (see Figure 5.1). 

5.2.2 Ceiling barrier and reflector configurations 

Two basic types of ceiling barriers and reflectors were studied. The first involved 

parallel ceiling barriers, projecting down from the ceiling and running front-to-back in the 

classroom. They were expected to absorb reverberant sound incident on the ceiling from 

many angles, reducing late-arriving energy, while leaving speech signals, reflecting from the 

(reflective) ceiling between the barriers to the back of the room, unaffected. Both sound-

absorptive and sound-reflective barriers were considered. Different shapes, materials, 

spacings and depths of the ceiling-barrier configurations were considered in pilot studies. Six 

configurations were selected for detailed study using computer prediction and scale-model 

measurement. These were reflective (configuration R) and absorptive (A) barriers, 0.6-m 

deep, separated by either 0.3 m (Rl/Al) , 0.6 m (R2/A2) or 1.2 m (R4/A4). 
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Based on preliminary barrier results, ceiling reflectors involving lengths of obstacles 

of semicircular cross-sectional shape (configuration C), suspended from the ceiling with 

either the flat (F) or curved (C) side down, were evaluated in the scale model. These were 

expected to reflect and scatter speech sounds like 'fittings' in an industrial workshop (see 

below). The shapes were based on common suspended light fixtures. The diameter of the 

semicircular reflectors was 0.3 m, the distance from the ceiling to the bottom of the reflectors 

was 0.6 m. They were 7-m long, and ran front-back in the lecture room, separated by 1.2 m, 

and with either the flat side down without absorption on the curved side (CF), the flat side 

down with absorption on the upper curved side (CFA), or the curved side down (CC) without 

absorbtion. Alternatively, either thirty (configuration CF30) or sixty (CF60) reflectors, 0.8-m 

long, were hung randomly from the ceiling with flat side down without absorption. 

5.2.3 Physical scale-modeling 

The lecture room was studied without and with ceiling barriers and reflectors using a 

l:8-scale model. According to the fundamental principle of the scale-modeling technique [5], 

according to which all dimensions are scaled down by the scaling factor, the lecture room 

with length =15 mFS (FS=full-scale value), width = 8.5 mFS, and height = 4 mFS, was a 

1.88 m x 1.06 m x 0.50 m 1/8-scale model. The floor of the model was of polished concrete. 

The walls, ceiling, the partition at the back of the room, and the rows of seats, were of 

varnished plywood. Figure 5.2a is a photograph of the model showing the rows of seats and 

the rear partition. In order to investigate how the effects of ceiling barriers and reflectors vary 

with room occupancy in the lecture-room, two different occupancies (unoccupied and 37 % 

occupied/26 students) were used in the scale model. 

Air absorption is a major problem in scale-model measurement. Air absorption 

increases approximately with the square of the frequency [6]. In a scale model, wavelength-

to-dimension ratios are maintained, so wavelengths are scaled down by the scale factor, 

resulting in scaled-up model test frequencies. Since the test frequencies are high, air 

absorption is excessive in a scale model and cannot be neglected. For prediction, air-

absorption exponents were calculated at the model test frequencies for the temperature and 

relative humidity measured in the scale model, as described in Ref. 6. 
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Figure 5. 2. Photographs of the 1/8-scale-model without ceiling barriers or reflectors: a. showing 
the seats and rear partition; b. showing the model speech source and microphone. 
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Speech sources in lecture rooms are mainly human talkers. Source directivity can 

strongly influence speech levels in lecture rooms. For accurate scale modeling of the lecture 

room, a model speech source is required which radiates with the directional characteristics of 

human speech. Such a source was created using a l:8-scale head made of modeling clay, and 

formed around the end of a hollow cone driven by a 'tweeter' loudspeaker, which narrowed 

down to a 3-mm-diameter opening as the mouth, to represent human speech directivity in the 

scale model (see Figure 5.2b). The power levels and directivities of the model speech source 

were measured in an anechoic chamber. Figure 5.3 shows the measured horizontal-plane 

directivity. 
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The ceiling barriers were made of varnished plywood, and could be covered with thin 

industrial carpet to make them absorbent. The absorption of the carpet was estimated from 

the change in reverberation time that occurred when a sample of it was introduced into the 

empty model. The absorption was similar to that of 50-mm-thick glass fibre at full-scale 

frequencies. The semicircular ceiling reflectors were made of painted wood; the same carpet 

was used to make them absorbent. The carpet was also used to cover the seats to simulate 

occupied absorption. The corresponding occupancy was estimated from the reduction in EDT 

at 1kHz [7]. Figure 5.4 shows photographs of some of the scale-model ceiling barriers and 

reflectors. 

Acoustical measurements were made using the Maximum Length Sequence System 

Analyzer (MLSSA), which measured the impulse response between the model speech source 

and a Bruel & Kjaer 4135, l/4"-diameter microphone used to receive the sound signals. A l l 

measurements were made after the pre-calibration of the equipment. Early-decay times {EDT 

in s) and steady-state levels (with the speech-source output levels always kept constant) were 

measured. Measurements were/made in octave bands from 1 to 16 kHz (125 to 2000 HzFS) 

at all three receiver positions. Average mid-frequency-EDTmid values most relevant to speech 

intelligibility were calculated by averaging the octave-band EDT's at 500, 1000 and 2000 

HzFS. In the case of the model without ceiling barriers or reflectors, average surface-

absorption coefficients were calculated from the measured octave-band EDTs using diffuse-

field theory; values increased with frequency from 0.06 to 0.1, close to those in the full-scale 

room. The octave-band steady-state levels were converted to total A-weighted 'speech' 

levels SLAN corresponding to a typical adult talking in a normal voice level, using the relative 

output power levels of such a talker [8] and of the model speech source. 

5.2.4 Computer simulation 

The ceiling barriers were also studied using CATT-Acoustic v8.0 [9] computer 

simulation. The lecture room and ceiling-barrier configurations were modeled, octave-band 

EDTs and speech levels predicted, and corresponding values of EDT^ and SLA^ calculated. 

The lecture-room configuration was exactly the same as in the scale-model measurements. A 

sound source and nine receivers were positioned as shown in Figure 5.1. The output level 
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Figure 5. 4. Scale-model ceiling barrier and reflector configurations in the unoccupied lecture-
room: a. R i o ; b. A l u ; c. C F u ; d. CF60u. 

and the directivity of the sound source were identical to the values used in the scale-model 

measurements. Unoccupied seats were modeled as one large 1-m-deep seat block (see Figure 

5.5). Figure 5.5 shows computer models of the virtual lecture room without and with ceiling 

barriers. Ceiling reflectors were not studied by computer prediction as it was not clear 

exactly how to model them. The absorption coefficients of the room surfaces used in the 

simulation were the average values measured in the scale model without ceiling barriers or 

reflectors. Diffuse-reflection coefficients of the surfaces were set to increase with frequency 

from 0.1 to 0.3, based on previous research [10]. 
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Figure 5. 5. Computer models of the lecture room with: a. no barriers; b. R l / A l barriers; c. 
R2/A2 barriers; d. R4/A4 barriers. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Comparison of measurement and prediction 

In order to confirm that the scale-model and virtual lecture rooms were reasonably 

similar, comparisons were made between measured and predicted speech levels and early-

decay times for the three central receiver positions. Figure 5.6 shows the octave-band results. 

Predicted speech levels were somewhat lower than those measured - by about 4 dB at low 

frequency, decreasing with frequency to about 1.5 dB at high frequency. Predicted early-

decay times varied negligibly with position; measured times showed much more variation. 

Predicted EDTs tended to be lower than those measured, by up to about 0.7 s (25 %). The 

imperfect agreement between measurement and prediction is interesting, given that the 

average absorption coefficients involved in the virtual and scale models were very similar to 
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Figure 5. 6. Variation with frequency of (a.) speech levels SLN and (b.) early-decay times EDT at 
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one another. It can partly be explained by uncertainties in the scale-model measurements, 

differences in the values of important room parameters (e.g. the diffuse-reflection 

coefficients), and possible limitations of the computer simulation (for example, the seat 

block). In any case, it was concluded that the scale-model and virtual lecture-room models, 

while not identical, are sufficiently similar that both can be used to study the effects of ceiling 

barriers and reflectors. The two techniques have their advantages and disadvantages. The 

scale model has the advantage of physical realism (for example, including modal effects), 

while prediction has the advantage that the input data defining the virtual room are precisely 

known. 

5.3.2 Ceiling barriers 

Figure 5.7 compares the speech-level and early-decay-time results for the six ceiling-

barrier configurations with the results for no barriers for the three positions along the center 

line in the unoccupied room. The measured and predicted levels are highest with no barriers, 

for which speech levels decrease by about 2 dBA from the front to the back of the lecture 

room. With the reflective ceiling barriers, as the number of barriers increased, predicted 

speech levels remained virtually unchanged at the front of the room, but decreased by up to 

about 1.5 dBA at the back. Measured levels showed more variability, but similar trends, 

especially at r3. With the absorptive ceiling barriers, and increasingly with the number of 

barriers, levels decreased more rapidly with distance relative to levels with the reflective 

barriers; speech levels decreased by up to between 4 and 6 dBA at the front and back of the 

room, respectively. 

Ceiling barriers decreased the early-decay times in all cases. With the reflective 

ceiling barriers, the predicted EDT^ progressively decreased with increased number of 

barriers, from about 1.6 s to about 0.8 s; the decreases were similar at the three receiver 

positions. With absorptive barriers, EDTmid varied little with barrier spacing and was very 

low (around 0.5 s). Again, measured results were similar, but showed less clear trends, and 

barriers resulted in smaller decreases in EDTmii. 
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The absorptive ceiling barriers do not achieve the objective, since they decrease 

speech levels significantly, as well as reducing early-decay times. Reflective barriers, on the 

other hand, do achieve the objective, reducing early-decay times significantly, while reducing 

speech levels little. Therefore, the study was focused on the reflective ceiling barriers. 

Effects of the occupancy in the lecture-room, and effects of the speaker-position, on the 

performance of the reflective ceiling barriers were investigated. 

r1C r2C r3C 

Seats Seats 

Figure 5. 7. Variation with position of speech levels SLAN and early-decay times EDT^D in an 
unoccupied lecture room without and with reflective and absorptive ceiling barriers, as 
measured in a scale model and as predicted by CATT-Acoustic along the center line with the 
centre speaker: a. SLAN, measured; b. EDT^A, measured; c. SLAN, predicted; d. EDT„M, 
predicted. ( ) no barriers, (—•—) R l , (- - A - -) R2, (— • —) R4, (—•—) A l , (- - A - -) A2, 
(_._0—)A4. 
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SLAN(dB) 9 a. 

NOo 60.4 NOo 58.9 
NOu 63.4 NOu 63.8 

• • Rio 60.3 Rio 57.8 
R2o 60.2 R2o 59.1 
R4o 60.8 R4o 59.1 
Rlu 61.2 Rlu 60.7 
R2u 62.1 R2u 60.2 
R4u 62.7 R4u 60.8 

NOo 56.0 NOo 57.1 
NOu 60.5 NOu 61.5 

• • Rio 56.5 Rio 55.7 
R2o 56.9 R2o 56.5 
R4o 57.1 R4o 56.8 
Rlu 58.9 Rlu 59.6 
R2u 58.8 R2u 58.9 
R4u 60.3 R4u 59.7 

NOo 57.7 NOo 55.5 
NOu 59.3 NOu 60.0 

• • Rio 57.3 Rio 54.9 
R2o 56.9 R2o 56.5 

%• R4o 56.7 R4o 55.9 
IN 
k 

Rlu 56.2 Rlu 57.9 IN 
k R2u 59.1 R2u 58.3 

R4u 59.1 R4u 60.0 

1 EDTmid(s) 9 b. 

NOo 1.08 NOo 1.33 
NOu 2.21 NOu 2.00 

• • Rio 0.95 Rio 1.05 
R2o 0.86 R2o 0.97 
R4o 1.07 R4o 0.97 
Rlu 1.37 Rlu 1.34 
R2u 1.53 R2u 1.73 

1 R4u 1.56 R4u 1.75 

P NOo 1.76 NOo 1.56 
NOu 2.74 NOu 2.24 

% • • Rio 1.05 Rio 1.10 
R2o 1.22 R2o 1.05 
R4o 1.06 R4o 1.17 
Rlu 1.56 Rlu 1.48 
R2u 1.94 R2u 1.89 
R4u 1.65 R4u 1.79 

NOo 1.55 NOo 1.55 i 
NOu 3.06 NOu 2.85 

• • Rio 1.07 Rio 1.15 
'•I- R2o 1.15 R2o 1.28 

R4o 1.23 R4o 1.15 
Rlu 1.59 . Rlu 1.63 
R2u 1.66 R2u 1.83 
R4u 1.78 R4u 1.55 

Figure 5. 8. Variation with position of speech levels SLA^ and early-decay times EDT^ with the 
centre speaker without and with reflective ceiling barriers, as measured in a scale model: a. 
SLAN; b. EDTmid. 

Figure 5.8 shows the measured A-weighted speech levels for a 'Normal' voice 

(SLAu) and EDTma values with reflective ceiling barriers for the six receiver positions with 

the centre speaker in the scale model. In both the occupied and unoccupied rooms, speech 

levels did not decrease significantly and speech levels in the side seats were slightly lower 

than in the center-line seats. In the occupied room, speech levels remained constant or 

increased slightly with barriers. Early decay times decreased with barriers in both the 

occupied and unoccupied rooms. 
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S N A N ( d B ) a. (7) 

NOo 56.5 NOo 58.3 NOo 61.3 
NOu 62.9 NOu 62.9 NOu 63.0 

§R10*57.5 Rio 56.8 Rio 59*8 
:.R2o 58.7 R2o 58.6 R2o 61.0 

R4o 58.1 R4o 59.6 R4o 60.9 
Rlu 60.3 Rlu 59.1 Rlu 59.7 
R2u 60.3 R2u 60.5 R2u 62.2 
R4u 61.0 R4u 61.3 R4u 62.5 

NOo 54.7 NOo 54.9 NOo 57.6 
NOu 61.2 NOu 60.5 NOu 61.0 

• 
Rio 55.0 

• 
Rio 52.8 

• 
Rio 55.0 R2o 56.9 R2o 56.6 R2o 56.7 

R4o 56.3 R4o 56.6 R4o 57.6 
Rlu 57.5 Rlu 56.5 Rlu 56.5 
R2u 58.7 R2u 58.8 R2u 58.8 
R4u 59.0 R4u 59.7 R4u 59.7 

NOo 54.7 NOo 56.1 NOo 57.1 
NOu 59.2 NOu 60.8 NOu 60.7 

• 
Rio 54.7 

• 
Rio 53.7 

• 
Rio 55.8 R2o 55.4 R2o 55.6 R2o 55.3 

R4o 55.5 R4o 56.8 . R4o 56.6 
Rlu 57.2 Rlu 55.6 Rlu 57.6 
R2u 58.1 R2u 58.4 R2u 58.0 

|*R4u 58.6 R4u 59.7 R4u 57.9 

• E D T m i d ( s ) b. 9 : 
NOo 1.67 NOo 1.36 NOo 1.23 : 
NOu 2.08 NOu 2.17 NOu 2.23 

R lo*1.24 Rio f.29 Rio 0%5 
R2o 1.15 R2o 1.06 R2o 0.93 
R4o 1.05 R4o 0.95 R4o 0.90 

•Rlu 1.37 Rlu 1.35 Rlu 1.35 
R2u 1.51 R2u 1.38 R2u 1.58 
R4u 1.53 R4u 1.51 R4u 1.64 

NOo 1.76 NOo 2.04 NOo 1.64 
jJNOu 2.49 NOu 2.94 NOu 1.64 

• • Rio 1.46 Rio 1.27 Rio 1.40 : 

R2o 1.38 R2o 1.36 R2o 1.12 
R4o 1.34 R4o 1.23 R4o 1.20 
Rlu 1.61 Rlu 1.60 Rlu 1.51 

*R2u 175 R2u 1.96 R2u 1.76 
R4u 2.01 ' R4u 1.96 R4u 1.96 

NOo 1.72 NOo 1.42 NOo 1.42 
NOu 2.34 NOu 3.08 NOu 2.57 

• • • Rio 1.55 Rio 1.03 Rio 1.30 : 
R2o 1.41 R2o 1.30 R2o ,1.30 
R4o 1.32 R4o 1.06 R4o 1.18 , 
Rlu 1.59 Rlu 1.42 Rlu 1.73 
R2u 1.87 R2u 1.73 R2u 1.69 
R4u 1.95 R4u 1.61 R4u 1.93 

Figure 5. 9. Variation with position of speech levels SLAN and early-decay times EDT^d with the 
right speaker without and with reflective ceiling barriers, as measured in a scale model: a. 
SLA^; b. EDTmu', c. Cso,mjd> 

Figure 5.9 shows the measured A-weighted speech levels for 'Normal' voice (SLA^) 

and EDTmii values with reflective ceiling barriers for the nine receiver positions with the right 

speaker in the scale model. As shown in Figure 5.8, in both the occupied and unoccupied 

rooms, speech levels with reflective ceiling barriers did not decrease significantly, and speech 

levels in the side seats were slightly lower than in the center-line seats. In an occupied room, 

speech levels increased slightly with barriers at the left side seats ( r lL , r2L, r3L). Reflective 

ceiling barriers decreased early decay times by between 0.2 and 0.8 s in the occupied room, 

and by between 0.1 and 1.0 s in the unoccupied room. 
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The ceiling-barrier results are reminiscent of those that occur when reflective scattering 

obstacles ('fittings') are introduced into an industrial workshop [11]. Reverberation times 

decrease sharply; steady-state levels from a sound source increase slightly close to the source 

due to back-scattering, and decrease farther from the source. Therefore, the alternative 

ceiling-reflector concept, consisting of reflective scattering obstacles suspended from the 

ceiling, was tested. 

5.3.3 Ceiling reflectors 

Figure 5.10 shows the speech levels and early-decay times for the semicircular 

ceiling reflectors at the three central positions with the centre speaker in the unoccupied room. 

Also shown are the results without barriers or reflectors, and for the R4 ceiling-barrier 

configuration which had the same spacing as the CF and CC reflectors. The CF reflectors 

decreased early-decay times by between 0.1 and 0.6 s, with the largest decreases occurring at 

r2C. The early-decay times were very close to those for barrier configuration R4. In this 

configuration, speech levels decreased by about 1 dBA at r l C , and increased slightly at r2C 

and r3C. The C C reflectors also decreased early-decay times, though much less than the CF 

reflectors or R4 barriers. The short, randomly-distributed ceiling reflectors (configurations 

CF30 and CF60) showed somewhat different results from those for the longer reflectors. 

Both CF30 and CF60 had little effect at r l C and r3C, but increased early-decay times at r3C. 

The CF30 reflectors had little effect on speech levels; the CF60 reflectors increased levels 

slightly at r l C , decreased them slightly at r2C, and left them unchanged at r3C. 

Clearly, the CF reflectors were effective at decreasing early-decay time with the least 

reduction of speech levels. Further measurements were made with semi-circular ceiling 

reflectors which had sound-absorptive materials on the upper curved surfaces (configuration 

CFA). Figures 5.11 and 12 show the measured speech levels and early-decay times in 

both the occupied and unoccupied rooms. When the speaker was at front-centre, 

speech levels at the side seats were lower than those without reflectors; however 

when the speaker was at right-centre speech levels at the left side seats ( r l L , r2L, 

r3L) were slightly higher than those without reflectors. In the occupied classroom, speech 
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levels decreased by between 2.4 and 4.5 dBA due to the added absorption. The C F A 

reflectors decreased both speech levels and early-decay times more than the CF reflectors did. 

63 

0.0 I——— 1 1 

r1C r2C r3C 

Seats 

Figure 5.10. Variation with position of (a.) speech levels, SLA^ and (b.) early-decay times EDTmii 

in the scale-model lecture room at central positions without and with ceiling barriers and 
reflectors: ( ) no reflectors, ( ) R4, (—A—) CF, (—•—) CR, (—•—) C60, (—O— 
)C30. 
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SNAN (S) 

NOo 60.4 
NOu 63.4 

• 
CFo 60.8 
CFAo 57.5 
CFu 63.8 
CFAu 60.8 

NOo 56.0 
NOu 60.5 

• 
CFo 56.6 
CFAo 54.1 
CFu 60.6 
CFAu 55.9 

NOo 57.7 
NOu 59.3 

• 
CFo 56.6 
CFAo 54.0 
CFu 62.4 
CFAu 53.7 

a. 

NOo 58.9 
NOu 63.8 

• 
CFo 60.4 
CFAo 58.8 
CFu 63.3 
CFAu 56.3 

NOo 57.1 
NOu 61.5 

• 
CFo 56.9 
CFAo 53.7 
CFu 61.6 
CFAu 54.1 

NOo 55.5 
NOu 60.0 

• 
CFo 56.7 
CFAo 52.2 
CFu 60.6 
CFAu 54.3 

EDT m i d (s) b. 

NOo 1.08 
NOu 2.21 

• 
CFo 1.16 
CFAo 0.94 
CFu 1.82 
CFAu 1.21 

NOo 1.76 
NOu 2.74 

• 
CFo 1.52 
CFAo 1.46 
CFu 2.47 
CFAu 1.52 

NOo 1.55 
NOu 3.06 

• 
CFo 1.50 
CFAo 1.13 
CFu 2.23 
CFAu 1.80 

NOo 1.33 
NOu 2.00 

• 
CFo 1.35 
CFAo 1.10 
CFu 2.23 
CFAu 1.40 

NOo 1.56 
NOu 2.24 

• 
CFo 1.56 
CFAo 1.16 
CFu 2.50 
CFAu 2.11 

NOo 1.55 
NOu 2.85 

• 
CFo 1.42 
CFAo 1.53 
CFu 2.46 
CFAu 1.65 

Figure 5.11. Variation with position of speech levels SLAN and early-decay times EDT^ with 
the centre speaker without and with ceiling reflectors, as measured in a scale model: a. SLAN; b. 
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: SLA N ( s ) *• 9 
NOo 56.5 
NOu 62.9 

• 
'CFo 60.3 
CFAo 53.7 
CFu 62.3 
CFAu 58.3 

NOo 58.3 
NOu 62.9 

• 
CFo 60.3 
CFAo 54.9 
CFu 63.2 
CFAu 58.3 

NOo 61.3 
NOu 63.0 

• 
CFo 60.3 
CFAo 58.6 
CFu 63.6 
CFAu 58.7 

HNOo 54.7 
NOu 61.2 

NOo 54.9 
NOu 60.5 

NOo 57.6 
NOu 61.0 

• 
CFo 58.4 
CFAo 50.6 
CFu 61.5 

' CFAu 55.4 

• 
CFo 58.5 " 
CFAo 50.7 
CFu 61.4 
CFAu 56.0 

• 
CFo 57.3 
CFAo 54.4 
CFu 61.4 
CFAu 55.7 

•NOo 54.7 
•NOu 59.2 

NOo 56.1 
NOu 60.8 

NOo 57.1 
NOu 60.7 

• 
• CFo 59.2 
CFAo 49.4 
CFu 58.2 

'CFAu 54.8 

• 
CFo 59.7 
CFAo 50.6 
CFu 60.4 
CFAu 55.2 

• 
CFo 57.9 
CFAo 53.1 
CFu 61.0 
CFAu 54.8 

E D T m i d ( s ) b. 9 \ 
NOo 1.67 NOo 1.36 NOo 1.23 
NOu 2.08 NOu 2.17 NOu 2.23 

• • • CFo 1.42 CFo 1.02 CFo 1.16 
CFAo 0.82 CFAo 0.87 CFAo 0.85 
CFu 1.96 CFu 1.97 CFu 2.08 
CFAu 1.31 CFAu 1.19 CFAu 1.41 

NOo 1.76 NOo 2.04 NOo 1.64 
NOu 2.49 NOu 2.94 NOu 1.64 

is • • • CFo 1.37 CFo 1.51 CFo 1.28 
CFAo 1.23 CFAo 1.11 CFAo 1.07 
Cl'u 2.11 ' CFu 2.28 CFu 2.77 
CFAu 1.71 CFAu 1.35 CFAu 1.66 

NOo 1.72 NOo 1.42 NOo 1.42 
NOu 2.34 NOu 3.08 NOu 2.57 

• • • (To 1.21 CFo 1.10 CFo 1.44 
CFAo 1.24 CFAo 1.05 CFAo 1.04 
CFu 3.18 CFu 2.21 CFu 2.56 
CFAu 1.55 CFAu 1.45 CFAu 1.42 

Figure 5.12. Variation with position of speech levels SLAN and early-decay times EDT^ with 
the right speaker without and with ceiling reflectors, as measured in a scale model: a. SLAN; b. 
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5.4 Discussion 

To reduce reverberation while minimizing decreases of the sound levels in lecture 

rooms, reflective ceiling-barriers can be used. Making the barriers sound-absorptive reduces 

reverberation, but also reduces speech levels, which is detrimental to speech intelligibility. 

Long, parallel obstacles of semicircular cross-section, with their flat sides facing downward, 

running front-to-back in the lecture room, can also be effective. They provide early 

reflections and increase early energy, increasing speech intelligibility. The benefit would be 

expected to be increase as the number of reflectors increases (i.e. as their spacing decreases). 

As for the ceiling barriers, Figure 5.13 shows the predicted and measured percentage 

decreases of the early-decay times plotted against the decibel decreases of the speech levels 

for the six ceiling-barrier configurations at the center line seats, r l C , r2C, and r3C. Each set 

of data has been best-fit with a linear-regression trendline. For speech intelligibility, the goal 

is to achieve the minimum speech-level decrease with a significant EDT decrease. In Figure 

5.13, this corresponds to the upper, left areas of the graphs. Both in the physical scale model 

(Figures 5.13a, c and e) and the computer prediction (Figures 5.13b, d, and f), the trendlines 

for the reflective ceiling barriers are always positioned above the trendlines for the absorptive 

ceiling barriers for small decreases of the speech levels. This means that even i f the speech 

levels decrease a small amount, the decreases in the early-decay time would be greater with 

the reflective ceiling barriers than with the absorptive ceiling barriers in the center line. Thus, 

the early-decay times can be reduced effectively by the reflective ceiling barriers. In the 

computer simulation, the source-receiver distance clearly affected the results. When the 

receiver is farther from the source, the predicted effect of the reflective ceiling barriers is less 

than that measured in the scale model. This may result from the way CATT-Acoustic models 

the direct sound and diffuse surface reflection. Based on the results here, the sound field 

predicted by the computer simulation seems to be less diffuse than that measured in the 

physical scale model. 

Figure 5.14 show the predicted percentage decreases of the early-decay times plotted 

against the decibel decreases of the speech levels for the six ceiling-barrier configurations at 
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the side seats, r l L , r2L, and r3L. The percentage decreases of the early-decay times remained 

nearly same as the speech level changes at each receiver position for the absorptive ceiling 

barriers. Thus, for the side seats some absorption is required to reduce the specular reflections 

from the walls. The absorptive and reflective ceiling barriers could be used in combination to 

optimize lecture-room acoustics for speech intelligibility upon the room layout. 

In practice, it is the occupied room that is of most interest, with the occupants 

contributing significant absorption in the lower floor/seating region of the room. This 

absorption would reduce reverberation times and causes speech levels to decrease, especially 

at larger source/receiver distances [1]. Sound paths carrying energy from a talker at the front 

of the room to receivers, which involve reflection from the ceiling, would contribute more to 

the sound field at the receivers. Thus, it was expected that the potential effects of ceiling 

barriers and reflectors to increase. Figures 5.13 and 14 show the effects of the reflective 

ceiling barriers. The trendlines for the reflective ceiling barriers in the occupied room are 

always positioned above the trendlines for the reflective and absorptive ceiling barriers in the 

unoccupied room for small decreases or increases of the speech levels. This means that the 

reflective ceiling barriers can be effective even in an occupied classroom. 
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Figure 5.13. Variation of percentage decrease of early-decay time with sound-level decrease at 
three central positions with the centre speaker with (...0...) reflective and (...•...) absorptive 
ceiling barriers in the unoccupied room, and with (—•—) reflective and (—•—) absorptive 
ceiling barriers in the occupied room, as measured in a scale model and as predicted, with linear 
trendlines: a. rlC-measured; b. rlC-predicted; c. r2C-measured; d. r2C-predicted; e. r3C-
measured; f. r3C-predicted. 
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Figure 5.14. Variation of percentage decrease of early-decay time with sound-level decrease at 
three side positions with the centre speaker in a lecture room with (...0...) reflective and (...•...) 
absorptive ceiling barriers in the unoccupied room, and with (—•—) reflective and (—•—) 
absorptive ceiling barriers in the occupied room, as predicted, with linear trendlines: a. r l L ; b. 
r2L; c. r3L. 
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5 .5 Conclusions 

Reflective ceiling barriers achieved the goal o f decreasing reverberation with the 

least speech-level reduction; the effect increases with barrier density. Cei l ing reflectors, in 

the form o f long obstacles o f semicircular cross-section, suspended below the ceiling in 

parallel, front-to-back lines with flat side down, were also effective, though a closer spacing 

would be desirable. However, some amount o f absorption was necessary to prevent specular 

reflections from the walls. The shape of the semicircular ceiling reflectors was inspired by 

typical lighting fixtures. The results suggest that lighting fixtures could be effective at 

controlling lecture-room sound i f they were made with flat, sound-reflecting (and, of course, 

optically transparent) bottoms, and arranged in long, parallel, front-to-back lines. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 Contributions 

This work comprised three main themes; the auralization technique was validated for 

use in speech-intelligibility testing; the optimum reverberation for speech intelligibility for 

normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners was investigated using auralization; and novel 

architectural acoustical designs for optimizing the classroom acoustics were developed. 

Following the validation of auralization for speech-intelligibility testing, this work 

then expanded the application of auralization in speech-intelligibility research. Tests showed 

that i f the room to be auralized is not very sound-absorptive, or reverberant and noisy, 

speech-intelligibility tests using auralization are valid and reliable. In general, the prediction 

results showed good agreement for most room-acoustical parameters. Success in applying the 

auralization technique to speech-intelligibility testing can yield more facilitative [1] and 

reliable subjective speech-intelligibility tests than on-site speech-intelligibility tests. These 

were presented in Chapter 2. The fully-computed auralization procedure used in this study 

was done using the CATT-Acoustic — hybrid room-acoustical prediction and auralization 

program. 

This work was motivated by discrepancies between the results of experimental 

studies and theoretical predictions of the optimal reverberation time for speech intelligibility. 

In this work, the traditional concept of the signal-to-noise ratio, which is the output sound-

level difference of the signal and noise sources, was not used. Instead the concepts of the 

signal-to-noise level difference at listeners and the relative output power levels of the speech 

and noise sources were separated in the experimental setting: this had previously only been 

done in theoretical predictions. This made it possible to incorporate more realistic noise 

sources into the room models, and to eliminate the discrepancies between the results of 

experimental studies and theoretical predictions of the optimal reverberation time for speech 
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intelligibility. In particular it generally confirmed the results of theoretical predictions. This 

work was presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

The effects of the location of the speaker, receiver, and noise source on speech 

intelligibility in a room were confirmed by comparing two cases: when the noise source was 

closer than the speech source to the listener, and when the speech source was closer to the 

listener than the noise source (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). Generally, the optimal reverberation 

time was zero or near zero when the noise source was farther than the speaker; non-zero 

reverberation times were found to be optimal when the noise source was between the listener 

and the speaker both, for normal and hearing-impaired listeners. This finding agrees with 

Hodgson and Nosal [2]'s theoretical prediction results. The optimum reverberation time in a 

room cannot be identified as a single defining value, because it depends on the relationship 

between the speakers, receivers, and noise sources, as well as on the room. 

When the speech-to-noise level difference is adverse for both normal-hearing and 

hearing-impaired listeners, some reverberation is required to increase the speech signal and 

increase intelligibility. With the tested range of speech-to-noise level differences (-6 dB to 

8.5 dB), hearing-impaired listeners needed more early-sound energy than normal-hearing 

listeners in the cases of both approximately diffuse sound fields and non-diffuse sound fields. 

This was shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Classroom noise levels are too high to achieve 

the ideal 15 dB speech-to-noise level difference [3] in many schools [4,5,6,7]. If it is hard to 

decrease existing noise levels (over 70 dBA) significantly, particularly in preschool 

classrooms where noise is frequently attributable to student activities [5,7,8], enhancing of 

early reflections rather than minimizing reverberation can improve speech intelligibility in a 

room. This can also be applied to classrooms for hearing-impaired students who do not use 

hearing-aids in their everyday lives. However, the priority in controlling sound for speech 

intelligibility is reducing noise levels. 

Various types of ceiling barriers and reflectors proposed and evaluated in this work 

were effective at optimizing acoustical conditions for speech intelligibility. This novel system 

contains sound-reflective materials, in contrast with traditional sound-absorptive systems 

used to minimize classroom reverberance. Reflective ceiling barriers and ceiling reflectors — 
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in particular, parallel front-back rows of semi-circular reflectors — achieved the goal of 

decreasing reverberation with the least speech-level reduction. However, a small amount of 

absorption is necessary to prevent specular reflections from the walls. This was presented in 

Chapter 5. The novel system of the ceiling barriers and reflectors can be applied to 

classrooms to optimize acoustical conditions for speech intelligibility. Specifically, the 

ceiling reflectors inspired by typical lighting fixtures currently used in many classrooms can 

be directly installed, simply considering light-fixture arrays in classrooms. 

6.2 Limitations 

Auralized sound fields were validated in Chapter 2 and used in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 4 for the speech-intelligibility tests in this work. Although some limitations were 

found on the auralization technique in sound-absorptive (RT = 0.4 s in the 1kHz octave band) 

or noisy, reverberant rooms (SNS = 0 dB and RT = 2.0 s), as shown in Chapter 2, in general 

the speech-intelligibility scores in the auralized classroom showed agreement with the scores 

in the real classroom. 

The discrepancy between the on-site speech-intelligibility tests and the virtual 

speech-intelligibility tests in very sound-absorptive or noisy, reverberant classrooms is a 

weakness of the work. In very absorptive rooms the speech-intelligibility scores with 

auralized sound fields were higher than the scores in actual rooms; in noisy, reverberant 

rooms the speech-intelligibility scores with auralized sound fields were lower than the score 

in actual rooms. Even considering these facts, the overall findings may not change, since the 

decreased speech-intelligibility scores in real, absorptive rooms, and the increased speech-

intelligibility scores in real noisy, reverberant rooms, support theoretical predictions in the 

literature that the optimum reverberation time is not zero with noise. Therefore, auralized 

sound fields can be used for speech-intelligibility studies, even i f they do not perfectly 

represent the room sound field to be modeled. 

The other limitation of this work is the relatively low statistical power associated 

with the number of hearing-impaired subjects in the speech-intelligibility tests. The tests were 

advertised using posters and email distribution and, specifically for recruiting hearing-
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impaired subjects, local networks helped to disseminate the advertisement: the Disability 

Resource Centre of the University of British Columbia, local audiology clinics, and the 

Workers' Compensation Board of BC. For the speech-intelligibility tests in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 4, the target numbers of subjects were thirty for each hearing group; however it 

proved very challenging to find hearing-impaired subjects to volunteer for the tests. In 

Chapter 3, forty-three normal-hearing and twenty-eight hearing-impaired subjects completed 

the speech-intelligibility tests. In Chapter 4, twenty-five normal-hearing and thirteen hearing-

impaired subjects participated in the tests. 

For the validation tests in Chapter 2, twelve subjects participated in the speech-

intelligibility tests. The small number of subjects can decrease confidence in the current 

results. However, only three subjects could participate in each real classroom test, since there 

were three receiver positions (r l , r2, and r3) designed for the tests, as shown in Figure 2.1. In 

order to have more subjects in the real classroom listening tests, enormous amounts of time 

and classroom scheduling would have been required, which was unrealistic. 

6.3 Future Work 

The optimal reverberation for speech intelligibility has been explored experimentally 

in this work. However, this study opens some directions for future work in this area. In this 

study, a typical medium-sized classroom was used as the environment for the speech 

intelligibility test. There is a need for an experimental study using various types of classroom 

to improve the current work; e.g. small-sized classrooms and large-sized auditoria. As 

described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the talker, listener, and noise sources were positioned 

on the centre line of the room for the speech-intelligibility tests. It would be interesting to 

observe whether other talker-listener-noise combinations can affect the optimal reverberation 

for speech intelligibility, especially when the azimuthal angle is incorporated into the talker-

listener-noise combination. This can be studied by considering types of classroom activities; 

e.g. group activities, round table discussion, lectures, etc. Classroom activities are important 

factors affecting talker-listener-noise combinations. The investigation of more noise sources 

would be another improvement to understand speech intelligibility accurately. Only one noise 

signal (babble noise as a student noise) was used in this work. To obtain more realistic 
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classroom sound fields, different types of classroom noise sources could be studied - for 

example, a ventilation outlet, computer fan noise, a laser projector and other visual aids, as 

well as student-activity noise. 

While the hearing-impaired listeners in this study benefited from early reflections 

more than the normal listeners, it would also be interesting to verify the result for elderly 

listeners or more severely impaired listeners who use hearing aids in their everyday lives to 

investigate optimum reverberation for hearing aids. 
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APPENDIX C - 300 MRT Words in a Response Sheet 
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